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With the proliferation of new mobile devices and applications, the demand for
ubiquitous wireless services has increased dramatically in recent years. The explosive
growth in the wireless traffic requires the wireless networks to be scalable so that
they can be efficiently extended to meet the wireless communication demands.
In a wireless network, the interference power typically grows with the number
of devices without necessary coordination among them. On the other hand, large
scale coordination is always difficult due to the low-bandwidth and high-latency
interfaces between access points (APs) in traditional wireless networks. To address
this challenge, cloud radio access network (C-RAN) has been proposed, where a
pool of base band units (BBUs) are connected to the distributed remote radio heads
(RRHs) via high bandwidth and low latency links (i.e., the front-haul) and are
responsible for all the baseband processing. But the insufficient front-haul link
capacity may limit the scale of C-RAN and prevent it from fully utilizing the benefits
made possible by the centralized baseband processing. As a result, the front-haul
link capacity becomes a bottleneck in the scalability of C-RAN. In this dissertation,
we explore the scalable C-RAN in the effort of tackling this challenge.
In the first aspect of this dissertation, we investigate the scalability issues
in the existing wireless networks and propose a novel time-reversal (TR) based
scalable wireless network in which the interference power is naturally mitigated
by the focusing effects of TR communications without coordination among APs or
terminal devices (TDs). Due to this nice feature, it is shown that the system can
be easily extended to serve more TDs.
Motivated by the nice properties of TR communications in providing scalable
wireless networking solutions, in the second aspect of this dissertation, we apply
the TR based communications to the C-RAN and discover the TR tunneling effects
which alleviate the traffic load in the front-haul links caused by the increment of
TDs. We further design waveforming schemes to optimize the downlink and uplink
transmissions in the TR based C-RAN, which are shown to improve the downlink
and uplink transmission accuracies. Consequently, the traffic load in the front-haul
links is further alleviated by the reducing re-transmissions caused by transmission
errors. Moreover, inspired by the TR-based C-RAN, we propose the compressive
quantization scheme which applies to the uplink of multi-antenna C-RAN so that
more antennas can be utilized with the limited front-haul capacity, which provide
rich spatial diversity such that the massive TDs can be served more efficiently.
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With the proliferation of new mobile devices and applications, the demand
for ubiquitous wireless services has increased dramatically in recent years. It has
been projected that by the year 2020, the volume of the wireless traffic will rise
to about 1000 times that of the year 2010 [1]. Moreover, unlike the wired devices
which are usually hard to move, most wireless devices are small and portable. As a
result, the number of wireless devices in one particular area can change dramatically
from time to time, and sometimes is hard to predict. These changes in the wireless
communications require the wireless networks to be scalable so that they can be
efficiently extended to meet the wireless communication demand in a particular
area.
To accommodate the massive wireless devices, one promising solution is to
add more access points (APs) so that the wireless traffic is offloaded to the wired
back-haul. However, with more and more APs in a certain region, some of them will
work in the same band and create strong interference to each other without necessary
coordination. The interference power increases with the scale of the network, which
will dominate the useful signal and the information can not be efficiently delivered
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in the network. In other words, interference is a main obstacle in the scalability of
wireless networks.
Some coordinations are necessary to mitigate the interference so that multiple
APs can work together efficiently to accommodate the massive devices. However,
in the traditional wireless networks, the communication overhead caused by the
coordination will grow with the number of APs, which makes large scale coordination
very difficult and even impossible over the high-latency and low-bandwidth interface
between APs. In summary, the difficulty in large scale coordination is another factor
limiting the scalability of wireless networks.
To address the aforementioned challenges, cloud radio access network (C-RAN)
has been recently proposed as a viable solution [2–5]. It is a novel type of radio access
network (RAN) architecture, where a pool of base band units (BBUs) are connected
to the distributed remote radio heads (RRHs) via high bandwidth and low laten-
cy links. The BBUs are responsible for all the baseband processing through high
performance computing. In this centralized structure, many coordinated communi-
cation schemes become possible or more efficient, and can be utilized to mitigate the
interference. For example, the coordinated multiple-point process (CoMP) in the
LTE-A standard [6] can be implemented in the C-RAN to improve network capacity
and energy efficiency [7]. In addition, by moving the baseband processing to the
cloud, the RRHs need only support the basic transmission/reception functionalities,
which further reduces their energy consumption and deployment cost.
Nevertheless, the limited front-haul link capacity [8] between the BBU and
the RRH may prevent the C-RAN from scaling up and fully utilizing the benefits
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made possible by concentrating the processing intelligence. In most of the current
C-RAN structures, the data transmitted in the front-haul is the concatenation of
the baseband signals of all the terminal devices (TDs) [9, 10]. As a result, the
front-haul link capacity becomes a bottleneck when there are massive TDs in the
network. To tackle this challenge, several solutions have been proposed. One of
them is to use compression where the baseband signal is compressed before the front-
haul transmission and then de-compressed after the front-haul transmission [11–13].
Although signal compression can alleviate the traffic in the front-haul under certain
cases, it introduces extra computation complexity at the RRH side, which makes
this approach less cost effective. An alternative solution is the sparse beamforming
[9,10,14] where each TD is associated with a cluster of APs. However, the data rate
in the front-haul link is related to the cluster size, and a larger cluster requires a
higher front-haul link capacity [9]. As a result, the limited front-haul link capacity
makes it impossible to fully take advantage of the available spatial diversity, which
is one of the main benefits of the C-RAN structure.
In seeking of solutions to this front-haul link capacity challenge, we discovered
that the time-reversal (TR) based communications [15] can be utilized to provide
a scalable wireless networking scheme, where all the TDs are naturally separated
by the location-specific signatures in both downlink [16] and uplink [17]. Due to
this fact, we apply the TR based communications to the C-RAN and discover a
“tunneling effects” to alleviate the traffic load in the front-haul link of C-RAN.
In fact, it is the natural location-specific signatures inherent in the TR com-
munications that make the “tunneling effects” happen. Inspired by this fact, we
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propose the compressive quantization scheme for the multi-antenna C-RAN where
similar signatures are also available.
1.2 Dissertation Outline and Contributions
From the discussion above, we can clearly see the necessity and difficulty in
exploring the scalable C-RAN. This dissertation contributes to this topic by utilizing
the unique temporal and spatial focusing effects of TR based communications and
generalizing the results to apply to the MIMO as well as OFDM based C-RANs.
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
1.2.1 Scalable Time-Reversal Self-OrganizingWireless Network (Chap-
ter 2)
In this chapter, we first show the scalability issues in the existing wireless
networks. Then, we propose a novel time-reversal (TR) based scalable wireless
network for the broadband downlink transmission. Due to the unique spatial and
temporal focusing effects of TR communications, the interference to the unintended
receiver is automatically mitigated with no need for cooperation among APs or TDs
in the transmission phase. We analyze the performance of the proposed system under
both open and closed access models, using both simulated channels and channels
measured in a real world environment. It is shown that under the open access
model, the proposed system can be easily extended to support more TDs and/or
higher data rate. Under the closed access model, it is shown that the system is less
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prone to the failure caused by the interference from neighboring devices. It is also
shown that the proposed system has less packet delay than the IEEE 802.11 (WiFi)
based system.
1.2.2 Time-Reversal Tunneling Effect For Cloud Radio Access Net-
work (Chapter 3)
In this chapter, we apply the time-reversal (TR) communication to both the
downlink and uplink of cloud radio access network (C-RAN) to alleviate the traffic
load in the front-haul links. Owing to the unique spatial and temporal focusing ef-
fects, the baseband signals from multiple users can be more efficiently combined and
transmitted, which in essence creates “tunneling effects” in the front-haul links. As
a result, the traffic load in the front-haul link keeps almost constant when more TDs
need to be served. The tunneling effects are illustrated through numerical results
based on channels measured in a real world environment. This feature significantly
alleviates the limitation of the cloud radio access network in serving massive devices.
1.2.3 Waveforming for Time-Reversal Cloud Radio Access Network
(Chapter 4)
In this chapter, we go one step further in optimizing the downlink and uplink
transmissions of the time-reversal (TR) based cloud radio access network (C-RAN).
In the downlink, we propose content based waveforming such that both the channel
information and the content information are utilized to improve the accuracy of the
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detection. In the uplink, we propose the waveforming scheme so that the BBUs can
better detect the symbols transmitted by the TDs. By the proposed waveforming
techniques, the accuracy of the transmissions is improved, which reduces the neces-
sity of re-transmissions of baseband signal in the case of error. The traffic loads in
the front-haul links of C-RAN are further reduced.
1.2.4 Compressive Quantization For Multi-Antenna Cloud Radio Ac-
cess Network (Chapter 5)
In this chapter, we continue to look at the cloud radio access network (C-
RAN). In the literature of C-RAN, the RRH always uses a single antenna since
the traffic load in the front-haul link increases with the number of antennas, and
multiple antennas can not be supported by the front-haul links with limited capac-
ity. As a result, the total number of antennas that can be utilized are limited. In
this chapter, we discover the underlying compressive quantization that enables the
“tunneling effects” in the TR based C-RAN proposed in Chapter 3, and generalize
it to the uplink of a multi-antenna C-RAN where each RRH uses multiple antennas.
The compressive quantization scheme is tailored for the C-RAN architecture in that
the complexity at the RRH side is low so that the low deployment cost feature of
C-RAN is preserved. Weight vectors and parallel interference cancellation schemes
are designed in the BBU side to detect the symbols from the compressive quantized
baseband signal. Numerical results show the effectiveness of the compressive quan-
tization scheme in tackling the front-haul capacity deficit challenge. We also apply
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the proposed scheme to the OFDM base multi-antenna C-RAN and the numerical
results show that the compressive quantization can facilitate the OFDM based C-
RAN utilize larger bandwidth. With the proposed scheme, the C-RAN can utilize
more antennas and/or larger bandwidth so that the massive TDs can be efficiently
served.
7
Chapter 2: Scalable Time-Reversal Self-OrganizingWireless Network
As introduced in Chapter 1, although using more access points (APs) is a
promising solution to accommodate massive devices, the extra APs do not help un-
conditionally. Some coordination is needed such that the multiplexing gain provided
by extra antennas is effective and higher data rate can be achieved. However, the
difficulty to enable the coordination may limit the scalability of the system as well
as the potential applications.
In recent years, time-reversal (TR) communications have been widely inves-
tigated. In [15], it was shown that the TR communications have the features of
spatial and temporal focusing such that the signal power can be naturally focused
at the intended receiver while creating little leakage to the surroundings even with
single transmitting and receiving antennas. Motivated by these features, a Time-
Reversal division multiple access (TRDMA) scheme was proposed in [16] to deliver
the downlink data to multiple terminal devices simultaneously. To make it a com-
plete system, the uplink architecture for the TRDMA system was proposed in [17].
The TR technique was also shown to create little interference to other users due to
the focusing effects [18]. All the works above used the natural signatures for mul-
tiple users, where the environment serves as the matched filter to perform perfect
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deconvolution, resulting in the benefit of low computational complexity. In [19], al-
gorithms were proposed to further improve the achievable data rate of the TRDMA
downlink system by the optimal design of the user signatures. Due to the ability to
naturally separate multiple devices in both uplink and downlink, TR technique was
shown to be ideal paradigms for the internet of things [20].
The existing works showed that TR communications have the unique focusing
effects such that the signal is focused at the intended location with little interference
to other locations, even when the unintended receiver is close to the transmitter.
Such a focusing effect is in essence a resonating phenomenon of the multi-path
environment that is more location sensitive instead of distance-based. In other
words, the “near-far” effect plays a much less important role in TR communications
and the interference power is automatically mitigated and full spectrum reuse can
be efficiently achieved, i.e., the TR-based schemes have excellent self-organizing
feature [21]. Motivated by this observation, in this chapter, we propose a TR-based
self-organing network.
The proposed system leverages the spatial focusing feature of TR communi-
cations to deliver data to massive devices. It is able to achieve full spectrum reuse
even with single transmitting/receiving antennas and no cooperation between APs
or terminal devices (TDs) is needed in the transmission phase. This self-organizing
feature makes the system easy to set up and the scale of the system is not con-
strained by the difficulty of coordination. We investigate the system in two access
models: the open access model where an AP is open to all the terminal devices
(TDs), and the closed access model where an AP is only open to specific TDs. We
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analyze the achievable data rate of the proposed system using the Poisson Point
Process (PPP) location model to characterize the chaotic and nomadic deployment
of the APs and TDs. We evaluate the performance of the proposed system using
simulation based on existing channel model as well as real-world measured channels
where single transmitting and receiving antennas are used. We show that in the
open access case, the proposed system can be easily extended to serve higher user
density and/or higher data rate by adding extra APs independently. On the other
hand, in the closed access case, each TD suffers less from neighboring APs since
each link does not require exclusive use of the channel, and the interference power
is automatically mitigated.
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.1, we illustrate the scala-
bility issues in the existing wireless networks. The TR based communications are
briefly introduced in section 2.2. The system model is introduced in section 2.3. In
section 2.4, we theoretically analyze the proposed system. The advantages of the
proposed system in accommodating massive devices are shown through simulation
and experimental results in section 2.5 and section 2.6, respectively. Finally, we
draw conclusions in section 2.7.
2.1 Scalability Issues in Existing Wireless Network
In this section, we will use the IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) wireless network as an
example to illustrate the scalability issues in the existing wireless networks via both
experiment and modeling.
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With 802.11 technology, we first consider the single AP case. We conduct an
experiment in an office environment for the downlink case where there are 1 AP
and 14 TDs indexed from 1 to 14, all of which are equipped with IEEE 802.11n
air interface. We utilize TCP connections between the AP and TDs enabled by
Iperf [22]. The floor plan and the locations of the AP and the TDs are shown in
Fig. 2.1.
Table 2.1: all the testing cases in the experiment






The 5 experiment settings are shown in Table 2.1. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the
sum throughput keeps almost constant regardless of the number of active devices.
In other words, when there are more TDs served by the AP, they have to share the
limited throughput. This result coincides with that shown in Fig. 7(c) in [23] where
the total throughput remains almost the same when the number of TDs ranges
between 1 and 127. This observation is further illustrated in Fig. 2.3 where the
average throughput of each user is inversely proportional to the number of users
n, i.e., each user approximately shares 1
n
of the total throughput. Therefore, when









Figure 2.1: Floor Plan and Locations of The Testing Site
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Figure 2.2: The Sum Throughput in Experiment
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Figure 2.3: The Individual Throughput in Experiment
and decreases to close to zero very fast with the densification of the network.
One way to overcome the above issue is to add more APs. However, without
elaborate planning, the effective achievable data rate of the 802.11 based system
may not increase, in fact, it can even decrease due to the interference.
Similar to that in [24], we define the notion of effective achievable data rate as
U = G ∗ T (2.1)
where G is the link capacity and T is the average active time for each link in one
second. In other words, it measures the maximum data rate that each link can
possibly deliver in one second in the case that the wireless medium is shared by
multiple links.
Consider the case that Z APs are randomly deployed in a certain area such
that all of them are within the range of the others. In the 802.11 based multiple
AP downlink system, they work with each other by the distributed coordination
function (DCF). In the downlink case, as shown in [25], due to the DCF, each AP
is either at the state of actively transmitting, back off, or blocked by other APs. In
13

































Real Active Time per AP
Approximate 1/n
Figure 2.4: The Individual AP Active Time
other words, each AP needs to obtain the exclusive use of the wireless channel. As
a result, at most one AP can be delivering downlink data to subscribed users at one
particular time. The average active time of each AP can be calculated by the model
in [25] by solving the fixed point equations. We show the calculated active time of
APs in Fig. 2.4. As shown in the figure, as the number of APs increase, the average
active time is close to 1
Z
, where Z is the number of APs. Therefore, if more APs
are added into the system, the total active time of all the APs is almost constant,
and thus the effective achievable data rate U does not increase. To make it worse,
according to the experimental study in the real world traffic setting that consists of
both downlink and uplink [23], without planning, the throughput actually decreases
as the number of APs increases.
In this section, it is shown that scaling up the 802.11 based wireless network is
not straightforward by simply adding more APs. Without proper coordination, the
extra APs may even reduce the throughput of the network due to the increased in-
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terference power and/or contention for the network accesss. While the coordination
among 802.11 APs is difficult without sufficient interfaces, in the rest of this chap-
ter, we propose a self-organizing TR based wireless network where the interference
power is automatically mitigated without the need of coordination.
2.2 A Brief Introduction of TR Communication
In the indoor broadband wireless communication, the signal suffers from the
multi-path effect caused by the reflections of the indoor environment. Instead of
trying to avoid the multi-path effect, TR based communication utilizes all the
multi-paths to act like a matched filter to achieve spatial and temporal focusing
effects. In Fig. 2.5, we show the typical process of a TR communication. For ex-
ample, transceiver B tries to transmit some information to transceiver A. Prior to
the transmission, the transceiver A has to send out a delta-like pilot pulse which
propagates to transceiver B through a multi-path channel, and transceiver B keeps
a record of the received waveform h. Then, the transceiver B time reverses the re-






where L = δT
TS
is the channel length, TS is the sampling period of the transceivers
such that 1
TS
equals to the bandwidth B used and δT is the delay spread of the
channel [26]. Due to the channel reciprocity, when transceiver B transmits g, the
multi-path channel forms a natural matched filter by performing h ∗ g, and hence a
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Figure 2.5: The schematic diagram of the time reversal system
peak is expected at the receiver.
2.3 System Model
We propose a system to efficiently deliver data to massive terminal devices
(TDs). The proposed system consists of multiple APs that work under the TRD-
MA scheme. As shown in Fig. 2.6, multiple APs are distributed in an area to
accommodate the various TDs. Since the coordinated transmissions among APs are
always difficult, we assume that each TD is served by only one AP while the signals
received from other APs are regarded as interference. Due to the focusing effects,
the signal power is naturally focused at the intended TD while creating little inter-
ference to other TDs. As a result, all the APs and TDs can work in the same band
that is the entire available spectrum without any partitioning, and no coordination
among APs is needed to alleviate the interference.
In the following, we first introduce the channel model used for the proposed
system. Then the TRDMA transmission scheme as well as the location and access
models used are described.
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Figure 2.7: The Diagram of TRDMA downlink system.
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2.3.1 Channel Model and Path Loss Models
We consider the multi-path Rayleigh fading channel at the indoor scenario.
The channel impulse response (CIR) of the communication link between the i-th






i,j · δ[k − l] (2.3)
where hi,j[k] is the k-th tap of the CIR with length L. For each link, we model
hi,j[k]’s as independent circular symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with
zero mean and variance
E[|hi,j[k]|2] = e
− kTS
δT , 0 ≤ k ≤ L− 1 (2.4)
where TS is the sampling period of the TD such that
1
TS
equals the bandwidth B
that the TD was using and δT is the delay spread of the channel [26].
Since the APs and TDs are deployed in a vast area, the path loss model is
needed to characterize loss of the energy due to the distance. The power received
by TD j transmitted by AP k can be modeled as [27]
Pr = γk,j ·min(1, d−αk,j ) · Ps (2.5)
where Pr is the signal power received by TD j, Ps is the signal power transmitted
by AP k, dk,j is the distance between the AP and the TD, and γk,j ≤ 1 is the
penetration loss factor representing the penetration loss of the signal through some
obstructions such as the wall. For the ease of analysis, γk,j = 1 will be used.
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2.3.2 The Multiple AP Downlink System
In the proposed system, each AP delivers the data to the subscribed TDs
using the TRDMA scheme [16]. There are two phases in the TRDMA scheme: the
channel probing phase where the AP gets the channel information hi,j of the TDs
and the transmission phase where the AP transmits the data to all the subscribed
users simultaneously. In the transmission phase, as shown in Fig. 2.7, the intended
symbol sequence Xj[k] for the j-th TD transmitted from the i-th AP is first up-
sampled by the back-off factor D in order to alleviate the inter-symbol interference






|hi,j[l]|2, k = 0, 1, · · · , L− 1. (2.6)
At the TD side, the received signal is a combination of the intended signal
and the interference from other users contaminated by noise. The TD will then
first amplify the received signal with aj and then down-sample it with the factor D,
obtaining the received sequence Yj. The noise is assumed to be zero-mean additive
white gaussian noise with variance E[|nj[k]|2] = σ2, ∀j, k.
2.3.3 Access and Location Model
Generally, in the multiple-AP system, there can be various access control mod-
els [28–30]. Two common ones are the open access model and the closed access
model. In the open access model, each AP allows an arbitrary TD to subscribe to


































Figure 2.8: The Open Access Case. Each AP is open to all the TDs and more APs
can be gradually installed to offload the traffic.
to accommodate all the TDs in a specific area, for example in an airport terminal or
at a stadium. The APs can be adjusted by the operator to provide different quality
of services. Fig. 2.8 characterizes a process where more and more APs are added
by the operator so that they can serve to improve the system capacity.
In this case, although all the APs are owned and operated by a single entity,
rather than following a regular grid, the deployment of the APs contains some
randomness either due to the physical constraints of the infrastructure or the lack
of thorough planning. We assume that the distribution of the APs is subject to
Poisson Point Processes (PPP) with density µ [31]. Formally, the locations of the
APs are given by points of a homogeneous Poisson Point Process Φ on the plane
with intensity µ in that
1) the number of APs N(β) in any finite region β is a Poisson random variable with
20
































Figure 2.9: The Closed Access Case. Each AP is only open to specific TDs. When
a new AP is installed, it also contributes to the traffic.
mean µ× area(β)
Pr[N(β) = n] = e−µ×area(β) [µ×area(β)]
n
n!
, n ≥ 0;
2) ∀β, β′: β ∩ β′ = ϕ⇒ N(β), N(β′) are independent; and
3) ∀β, given N(β) = n, these n APs are i.i.d. uniformly distributed over β.
Note that the Poisson distribution has the memoryless property such that




Moreover, in the real world, the APs are not exactly deployed in this randommanner,
especially when the APs are owned by the same operator where some centralized
planning and optimization are possible. However, as shown in [32], this model can
serve as a lower bound of the performance of the real world applications.
In the open access model, the locations of the TDs are also assumed to be
subject to a Poisson Point Process with density λ.
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On the other hand, in the closed access subscription model, the APs are always
owned and operated by separate entities, for example in a community where each
household has its own AP. Since the APs are always deployed in a fully distributed
manner, we assume that the distribution of APs follow the Poisson Point Process
defined above with density υ. However, since each AP is only open to some specific
TDs, the distribution of the APs and TDs are correlated with each other. An
example of the growing of the network is shown in Fig. 2.9. When a new AP is
installed, it contributes to the total number of TDs as well.
We assume the number of TDs served by one single AP is a Poisson random
variable M ≥ 1 with parameter τ , i.e., each AP has at least one subscribed TD.
More specifically,
Pr(M = k) =

0 if k = 0
τ (k−1)e−τ
(k−1)! if k ≥ 1
(2.7)
2.4 The Performance Analysis
In this section, we will first explain in detail how the proposed system works
under the open access and closed access models. Then the SINR and achievable
data rate is analyzed.
Let A denote the set of indices of all the APs, T the set of indexes of all the
TDs, Ti the set of indexes of all the TDs subscribed to the AP indexed i, and Rj
the set of the indices of all the interfering APs that can reach the j-th TD except
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the serving one, i.e., all the interfering APs. Note that we have Ti ⊆ T, Rj ⊂ A.
We denote the index of the AP that serves TD j by Sj.
In the open access model, each TD selects the serving AP by the strength of
the focusing gain. More specifically,
Sj = argmax
k
ηk,j · ∥hk,j ∗ gk,j[L− 1]∥2 (2.8)
where ηk,j = γk,j ·min(1, d−αk,j ).
The selection of Sj is not only based on the distance, i.e., the TD j is not
necessarily served by the closest AP. This scheme makes the best use of the unique
spatial focusing effects of TR based communications.
In the closed access model, on the other hand, since each TD can be only
served by a specific AP, Sj is pre-determined and does not change.
The open access and closed access models only affect the selection of Sj’s.
Once the Sj’s are determined, the performance of the system only depends on the
Sj’s. In the following, we analyze the SINR and achievable data rate of each TD
given the Sj’s, which is the same for the open access and closed access models. We
first analyze the signal received by each TD.
In the proposed system, each AP serves its subscribed users using the TRDMA
scheme. The signal received by TD j subscribed to the AP i that equipped with
























n,j ∗ g(q)n,m)[Dl]Xm[k − l] + ajnj[k] (2.9)
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where the aj is a scalar that the TD j uses to amplify the received signal. The
first term on the right hand side is the signal received from the subscribed AP, the
second term is the signal received from all the interfering APs and the third term
denotes the noise. In the rest of this chapter, without loss of generality, we assume
that all the APs have the same number of antennas QT .




Xj[k] · h(q)i,j ∗ g
(q)



































n,j ∗ g(q)n,m)[Dl]Xm[k − l] + ajnj[k] (2.10)
where the first term stands for the intended signal received by the TD, the second
term the inter-symbol interference (ISI), the third item the inter-user interference
(IUI) and the fourth term the inter-cell interference (ICI). In the following, we will
analyze the the signal power and the interference power to obtain the effective SINR.
Since the choice of aj does not affect the SINR, without loss of generality, we assume
aj = 1, ∀ j in the following.
Similar to [16], we evaluate the effective SINR which is defined as
SINReff =
E[PSIG]
E[PISI ] + E[PIUI ] + E[PICI ] + σ2
(2.11)
where σ2 is the power of noise. By assuming equal power allocation in each AP
among all subscribed users, the expected received signal power conditioning on the
24






















where Ω is the set that contains all the location and association information. PLj =
min(1, d−αj,Sj) is the path loss for TD j where dj,Sj is the distance from TD j to its
serving AP Sj and NSj is the number of TDs served by the AP Sj. Similarly, the
conditional expected interference power can be represented by





















E[PIUI |Ω] = E[
PLj(NSj − 1)
NSj
] · (1 + e
−DTS















Next, we analyze the ICI. Since it is assumed that each AP has at least one
subscribed TD, each AP is always transmitting with full power independent of the
number of subscribed TDs. We first consider the ICI power from one single inter-




































where D is the back-off factor used by the AP. Then we have























Note that the distributions of NSj and PLj are different for open and closed
access models. While they are difficult to model through λ and µ in the open access
case where the choice of Sj depends on the instantaneous channel conditions, we
will evaluate the open access case through numerical results. In the following, we
analyze the SINR and achievable data rate of each TD given τ and υ.
In the closed access model, each AP only allows specific TDs to subscribe.
Moreover, the AP and the designated TDs are usually close. Therefore, in the
closed access model, the signal path loss from the AP to the designated TDs can be
neglected and the signal received by the TD is only dependent on NSj which is the
number of TDs subscribed to the AP, i.e., PLj = 1. By (2.7), the expected value of
1
NSj
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−τ
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) · (1 + e
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Since the signal from the interfering AP suffers from the path loss, the interfer-
ing APs far away from the TD has less influence. Assuming that only the interfering




ICI ] = E[
NR∑
i=1
min(1, d−αj,i )] · E[P
single
ICI ]






) · E[P singleICI ] (2.21)
where NR is the number of APs within the circle of radius R. The second equality
comes from the Wald’s Equation [33] and the third equality uses






















By taking the limit R → ∞ to consider the ICI from all the interfering APs,
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(2.21) becomes








) · (1 + e
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Substituting (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), (2.23) into (2.11), the effective SINR of
individual user can be represented as
SINR(τ, υ) =
PSIG(τ, υ)
PISI(τ, υ) + PIUI(τ, υ) + PICI(υ) + σ2
(2.24)





log2(1 + SINR(τ, υ)) (2.25)
2.5 The Simulation Results
In this section, we show that the efficiency of the proposed TR system in
addressing the massive device challenge by using simulation results.
2.5.1 Open Access Model
In this subsection, we will show the scalability of the proposed TR system in
the open access model such that it can be easily extended to boost the achievable
data rate in the massive device setting.
We build a simulation platform where APs and TDs are distributed in a certain
area according to the Poisson Point Processes with parameters µ and λ. In this
28
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Figure 2.10: The Improvement of Single User Data Rate by Adding More APs
simulation, the APs and TDs are all single antenna devices, i.e., QT = 1. The
SNR is 10 dB and D = 10. The path loss parameters are obtained from [34]. We
calculate the signal and interference power using (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.16) for
each realization and obtain the expected signal and interference power by averaging










ISI ] + E[P
(OA)
IUI ] + E[P
(OA)
ICI ] + σ
2
). (2.26)
In Fig. 2.10, we show the expected achievable rate of a TD versus λ and
µ. Generally, as shown in Fig. 2.10, the achievable data rate of each single TD
will decrease as the density of TDs grows due to the less power shared by each
TD and stronger interference. Suppose the operator likes to maintain that the
achievable data rate of each TD is above a certain threshold. The operator can
easily install or turn on extra APs without additional difficulty when the achievable
data rate reaches the threshold, which can automatically work with the existing ones
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to boost the data rate. In other words, the extra APs bring in new resource into
the system that can be shared by the TDs. On the other hand, when the density
of TDs decreases, the operator can just remove or turn off unnecessary APs to save
power. Moreover, we also compare the proposed scheme where the TDs select the
serving AP by the focusing gain with the traditional scheme where the TDs select
the serving AP by distance. It is shown that the focusing gain based association
scheme enhances the benefits of the unique spatial and temporal focusing effects of
TR based communications.
In the proposed TR system, the time-reversal focusing effects create natural
space-time separation among users, thus reducing interference with each other, and
no particular spectrum planning is needed when adding new APs into the system.
Moreover, since the APs work in a fully distributed manner, there is no information
shared or exchanged among APs in the transmission phase. This self-organizing
property makes the network flexible such that extra APs can always be easily added
to the system to boost the performance when needed, and removed when not nec-
essary. In other words, the proposed TR-based multi-AP downlink system is highly
scalable and can accommodate different user density.
2.5.2 Closed Access Model
In the previous subsection, it is shown the proposed system is scalable in
the open access model where extra APs can offload the traffic. However, in the
closed access model, the new AP usually does not serve the existing TDs, but is an
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interference source for them. As a result, as more APs are installed by independent
parties, each TD has higher risk of failure that the achievable data rate is far below
expectation due to the interference from APs installed by other parties. In this
subsection, we show that the proposed system is more robust to this kind of failure
than the IEEE 802.11 based system in the closed access model.
We investigate the achievable data rate of each individual TD versus the den-
sity of APs. Obviously, the achievable data rate of a TD will be highest if there is no
other interfering APs within range, and will decrease as more APs are placed nearby.
To understand the effect of the nearby APs, we define the normalized achievable
data rate, which is the ratio of the effective achievable data rate and the point to
point link capacity. It characterizes the extent to which the achievable data rate
degrades due to the interference from other devices sharing the medium. In this
simulation, the APs and TDs are all single antenna devices, i.e., QT = 1. The SNR
is 20 dB and D = 10. As shown in Fig. 2.11, for each fixed τ , the achievable data
rate for a single TD compromises as the density of APs increases, while all of them
are no better than the single AP case where there is no ICI.
Historically, the 802.11 wireless technology was designed to work in the single
cell case to extend coverage [24]. In the massive device scenario, the performance of
each single TD can be severely affected by the nearby closed access APs. To model
this behavior, we first observe when multiple 802.11 TDs are served by one 802.11
AP, then the average active time of one TD is upper bounded by 1
n
where n is the
number of TDs. Moreover, as observed in subsection IV.A, when multiple APs are
within the range of each other, the average time of each AP is upper bounded by
31




































Figure 2.11: The Graceful Degradation of TR








































where Z is the number of APs. Therefore, for an IEEE 802.11 based TD in a
service group where there are totally n TDs and the AP is in range of other Z − 1
APs, the average active time is upper bounded by 1
nZ
and the effective achievable
data rate U is G
nZ
where G is the point to point link capacity. The expected value
of U can be expressed as











where A is the interference area. In this example, A is set to be (π · 2.802)m2 which
corresponds to the path loss model for UNII(II) channel in 5 GHz in the indoor
environment [35] and SNR being 20 dB. The transmitted signal power from any AP
cannot be distinguished from the noise outside this range and therefore other APs
outside this range will not be affected.
As shown in Fig. 2.12, the degradation of the achievable data rate in the IEEE
802.11 based system is severe compared with the isolated single AP scenario, even
when the AP density is low. This is because that each link requires exclusive use
of the channel, which is inefficient if there are many devices close to each other. In
contrast, the TR-based downlink system can tolerate interference so that multiple
APs can share the spectrum. Due to the interference mitigation effect of TR-based
communications, the influence of ICI is much reduced. As shown in Fig. 2.11, the
degradation of the data rate is more graceful, and each device is more robust against
the interference from nearby closed access APs.
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Downlink Downlink Uplink Uplink 
Figure 2.13: The TDD frame structure of the proposed system
2.5.3 Packet Delay
In addition to the achievable data rate, another important issue is the latency,
i.e., the delay for delivering a packet. In this subsection, we will show another
advantage of the proposed TR system in delivering the packet with minimal delay.
Along the same approach of [36], we build a two-layer model to evaluate the
packet delay in the proposed system. The TRDMA is applied in the physical layer
model to simulate the bit error rate (BER), which is transferred to the MAC layer
model to further measure the packet delay. The delay of a packet is defined as the
duration of time from the moment that it is at the head of the MAC queue until
the time that the ACK packet is received. As shown in Fig. 2.13, the TR based
communication works in time division duplexing (TDD). One PHY frame consists
of a downlink frame and an uplink frame. In the downlink frame, the AP first
transmits the downlink packet to the TD. Upon completion of the downlink frame,
the TD checks whether the reception of the current packet is complete, and sends
an ACK to the AP if the received packet is complete and valid. If the ACK is
successfully received by the AP, the AP starts to transmit the next packet in the
next downlink frame. Otherwise, the AP keeps transmitting the same packet to the
TD until ACK is received. Therefore, in this system, the delay for the packet is the
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time needed for transmission as well as repeated re-transmissions in case of error.





where Tpac = Nf · Tf is the time needed for one complete transmission of a packet.
Nf is the number of PHY frames needed to transmit a packet, and Tf is the time
of one PHY frame. PER = 1 − (1 − BERdl)Spac · (1 − BERul)Sack is the packet
error rate where Spac is the downlink packet size in bits, Sack is the ACK signal size
in bits. BERdl and BERul are the BERs in downlink an uplink, respectively. The
Tpac can be equivalently written as follows
Tpac = ⌈
Spac ·D · TS
Fdl
⌉ · (Ful + Fdl) (2.29)
where Ful is the length of an uplink frame in time, and Fdl is the length of a
downlink frame in time, D is the back-off factor, TS is the chip time of the system.
In this example, we use Fdl = 12ms and Ful = 6ms. D and TS are tuned so that
the channel bit rate fits that in Table 2.2. Note that the parameters used in this
experiment shown in 2.2 are the same as those in Table I of [37] so that the results
are comparable.
In Fig. 2.14, we show the mean packet delay of the proposed system obtained
by (2.28) and the mean packet delay of IEEE 802.11 base systems obtained from [37].
It is shown that the delay of a packet in the proposed system is almost constant
with the increasing number of APs. This feature is highly desirable in the wireless
communications since that the QoS of each individual TD can be preserved when the
system scales up. It is due to the fact that all the APs and TDs share the wireless
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Table 2.2: The Packet and Link Parameters
Parameter Value
Packet payload 8184 bits
MAC header 224 bits
PHY header 192 bits
ACK packet 112 bits + PHY header
Channel bit rate 1 Mbps


























Figure 2.14: The Mean Delay of TRDMA and IEEE 802.11 multi-AP Downlink
System
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medium rather than requiring exclusive use, and consequently the transmission of a
packet does not have to wait. Moreover, additional APs will only contribute to the
ICI of the intended receiver which is mitigated by the spatial and temporal focusing
effect of the TR scheme, and thus the influence of additional APs is minimal. On
the other hand, in the IEEE 802.11 based system, due to the DCF that coordinates
multiple devices, each device needs to go through the back off stages before a packet
is allowed to be transmitted, where the number of back off stages grows with the
number of other devices around. As a result, this mechanism is not efficient and the
delay of a packet grows approximately linearly with the system size. It is obvious
that the packet delay in the proposed system is far below that in the IEEE 802.11
based system.
2.6 Experimental Measurements
In this section, we demonstrate some experimental measurements taken in
practical multi-path channels. We build a TR radio prototype to measure the multi-
path channels. A snapshot of the radio stations of our prototype is illustrated in Fig.
2.15, where a single antenna is attached to a small cart with RF board and computer
installed on the cart. The tested signal bandwidth spans from 5.3375 GHz to 5.4625
GHz, centered at 5.4 GHz. An office room in the J. H. Kim Engineering Building
at University of Maryland is considered. As shown in Fig. 2.16, the APs are placed
at 6 location across the room, while the TDs are placed in multiple locations in
the small room marked with “A”. The layout of room “A” and an example of the
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Figure 2.15: The TR Radio Prototype
placement of the TDs is shown in Fig. 2.17. In this experiment, we have 800 possible
TD locations where two neighboring locations are 10 cm apart, and 6 possible AP
locations, from which 4800 multi-path channel measurements are obtained. In [38],
it is shown that channel impulse responses obtained from locations beyond 5 cm
apart are independent, and thus the 4800 multi-path channel measurements are
independent. In the following subsections, the performance of the proposed system
is evaluated using the measured channels.
2.6.1 Open Access Model
We show the scalability of the proposed system with the measured channels.
In this experiment, the SNR is 10 dB and D = 10. We calculate the average signal

























































|(hn,m ∗ gk,m)[Dl]|2/(NAP ∗NTD ∗ (NAP − 1))
where NAP is the total number of APs and NTD is the total number of locations
of TDs we measure for each AP. The measured data enable us to understand the
statistical distribution of the multi-paths of the real world channels without consid-
ering the path loss. To evaluate the scalability of the proposed system in the open
access scenario, we employ the platform used in section 2.5.1 where the locations
of the APs and TDs are randomly generated and the path loss is considered. The
approximate expected signal and interference power can be calculated by averaging




] ∗ P expSIG (2.30)
Ẽ[PISI |Ω] = E[
PLj
NSj
] ∗ P expISI (2.31)
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Figure 2.18: The Improvement of Single User Data Rate by Adding More APs
Ẽ[PIUI |Ω] = E[
PLj(NSj − 1)
NSj
] ∗ P expIUI (2.32)
Ẽ[P
(single)
ICI ] = P
exp
ICI (2.33)
The achievable data rate of each TD is calculated using (2.26). In Fig. 2.18,
the trends in Fig. 2.10 are observed. The total achievable sum rate can be boosted
by simply adding more APs into the system without any coordination with other
APs while the self-organizing feature automatically makes the APs work together.
The difference in the achievable data rates is due to the reason that in the simulation
we use 500 MHz bandwidth while in the experiment it is 125 MHz. Since the focusing
effect is more significant with larger bandwidth, the achievable data rate is improved
if larger bandwidth is available.
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Figure 2.19: The Graceful Degradation of TR using Collected Channel
2.6.2 Closed Access Model
We validate the feature of failure-robustness of the proposed system in the
dense network setting using the real channel data. In this experiment, the SNR is 20
dB and D = 10. By plugging Eqn. (2.30), (2.31), (2.32) and (2.33) into Eqn. (2.18),
(2.19), (2.20) and (2.21), the same trends in Fig. 2.11 can still be observed in Fig.
2.19. It illustrated that in the TR-based multi-AP downlink system, the performance
loss caused by neighboring closed access APs is much less severe than that in the
802.11 based system because of the focusing effect of TR-based communications.
2.6.3 Packet Delay
We also use the real world experiment to validate the low-delay feature of
TR based communications. In the experiment, multiple TR-based APs are placed
across the room in the locations denoted in Fig. 2.16 and they work independently
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Figure 2.20: The Mean Delay of TRDMA System with 125 MHz Bandwidth using
Rayleigh Channel Model and Real Channel
to deliver the downlink data to the subscribed TDs that placed inside the grid. As a
result, each TD suffers from the ICI from other APs. However, as it is shown in Fig.
2.20, the packet delay is minimal, and does not grow with the increasing number of
APs. Moreover, the results using real channel matches well with the results using
Rayleigh channel model specified in section 2.3.1 under 125 MHz bandwidth.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, after illustrating the scalability issues in traditional wireless
network, we proposed a TR-based self-organizing wireless network. Due to the
natural focusing effects of TR communications, the interference is automatically
mitigated without any coordination among APs in the transmission phase, and the
proposed system has the self-organizing feature. As a result, it is highly scalable
without the need in coordinating multiple APs. The achievable data rate of the
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proposed system was investigated under both open access model where each AP is
open to any terminal device (TD), and the closed access model where each AP is
only open to specific TDs. We show through numerical results that the proposed
system can be easily extended to serve more devices and/or higher data rate in
the open access model, and is failure-robust in the closed access model where the
data rate degradation caused by nearby closed access APs is more graceful than
the IEEE 802.11 based system. Based on the nice properties shown by the analysis
and numerical results, the proposed TR-based self-organizing network is a promising
scalable network that can be utilized in the future of wireless communication.
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Chapter 3: Time-Reversal Tunneling Effects for Cloud Radio Access
Network
To accommodate massive devices in the wireless network, the spectrum is
one of the precious resources. Boosting the spectrum efficiency is one of the key
considerations in the future wireless networks. To achieve higher spectral efficiency,
coordination among multiple access points (APs) is essential so that the multiplexing
gain can be leveraged. However, efficient collaborative radio techniques cannot work
efficiently due to the high latency and low bandwidth interface between the APs in
traditional wireless networks.
To address the aforementioned challenge, cloud based radio access network
(C-RAN) has been proposed as a viable solution recently [2–5]. It is a novel type
of RAN architecture, where a pool of base band units (BBUs) are connected to the
distributed remote radio heads (RRHs) via high bandwidth and low latency links.
The BBUs are responsible for all the baseband processing through high perfor-
mance computing. In this centralized structure, many coordinated communication
schemes become possible or more efficient. For example, the coordinated multiple-
point process (CoMP) in the LTE-A standard [6] can be implemented in the C-RAN
to improve network capacity and energy efficiency [7]. In addition, by moving the
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baseband processing to the cloud, the RRHs need only support the basic transmis-
sion/reception functionalities, which further reduces their energy consumption and
deployment cost.
Nevertheless, the limited front-haul link capacity [8] between the BBU and
the RRH may prevent the C-RAN from fully utilizing the benefits made possible by
concentrating the processing intelligence. In most of the current C-RAN structures,
the data transmitted in the front-haul is proportional to the aggregate traffic of all
the terminal devices (TDs) [9,10]. As a result, the front-haul link capacity becomes
a bottleneck when there are massive TDs in the network. To tackle this challenge,
several solutions have been proposed. One of them is to use compression where
the baseband signal is compressed before the front-haul transmission and then de-
compressed after the front-haul transmission [11–13]. Although signal compression
can alleviate the traffic in the front-haul under certain cases, it introduces extra
computation complexity at the RRH side, which makes this approach less cost ef-
fective. Moreover, although the compression reduces the data rate consumption of
each individual TD, since the total data rate consumption is the aggregate of all the
TDs, there is still a deficit of the front-haul link capacity in a dense network. An
alternative solution is the sparse beamforming [9,10,14] where each TD is associated
with a cluster of APs. However, the data rate in the front-haul link is related to
the cluster size, and a larger cluster requires a higher front-haul link capacity [9].
As a result, the limited front-haul link capacity makes it impossible to fully take
advantage of the available spatial diversity, which is one of the main benefits of the
C-RAN structure.
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In Chapter 2, we realize the advantage of time-reversal (TR) based commu-
nications in constructing the scalable wireless network in that it provides another
division of separation among devices: by their location-specific signatures. Rather
than artificially separated by time, frequency or code, this separation is natural-
ly embedded in the wireless communication procedures. In the C-RAN, since all
the TDs are naturally separated by their location-specific signatures, the baseband
signals for all the TDs can be efficiently combined and transmitted if TR commu-
nication is used as the air interface. We aim to leverage this unique feature of the
TR based communications to create in essence a tunneling effect between the BBU
and RRH to alleviate the traffic load in the front-haul link of C-RAN. Specifical-
ly, in this chapter, we propose a C-RAN framework using TR communication as
the air interface. The architectures for both downlink and uplink data transmis-
sions are designed. We analyze the performance of both the downlink and uplink
transmissions in terms of the spectral efficiency and the data rate consumption in
the front-haul link. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed system, we con-
duct experiments to measure the multi-path channel information in the real-world
environment, based on which we show that the TR based C-RAN creates unique
“tunneling effects” such that more information can be transmitted in the front-haul
link with the same amount of bits/energy when there are more TDs in the system.
This feature is highly desirable in the C-RAN system since it significantly allevi-
ates the traffic load in the front-haul link caused by the network densification, which
makes the proposed TR based C-RAN a perfect candidate to work in the multipath-
rich environments such as indoor and urban areas to provide wireless connections
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to massive TDs using relatively broad bandwidth.
This chapter is organized as follows: in section 3.1, the system model and the
working phases are introduced. We analyze the performance of the downlink and
uplink schemes in section 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. In section 3.4, the real-world
channel measurement setting is introduced, followed by numerical results demon-
strating the effectiveness of the downlink and uplink schemes. Section 3.5 concludes
the section.
3.1 System Model
In this chapter, we consider a C-RAN in the indoor environments to accom-
modate the massive terminal devices (TDs) in both uplink and downlink data trans-
missions. The proposed system consists of multiple RRHs that connect to the cloud
via front-haul links. As shown in Fig. 3.1, multiple RRHs are distributed in an area
and transmit/receive data to/from various TDs in this area. Each of the RRHs uses
TR-based communication to communicate with the TDs. All the RRHs work in the
same spectrum.
In the following, we first briefly introduce the channel model adopted in this
chapter. After that, we will describe the three working phases of the system in
detail: the channel probing phase, the downlink data transmission phase and the






Figure 3.1: The System Model
3.1.1 Channel Model
Without loss of generality, we assume that each RRH is equipped with MT
antennas and each TD is equipped with 1 antenna. We assume a multi-path Rayleigh
fading channel and the channel impulse response (CIR) of the communication link








i,j · δ[k − l], (3.1)
where h
(m),(l)
i,j is the complex amplitude of the l-th tap of the CIR with length L,
h
(m)
i,j [k] is the k-th tap of the CIR. In practice, the h
(m)
i,j is an equivalent channel
which is a combination of the multi-path environment, the raised-cosine filter and
the antenna. Since the raised-cosine filter and the antenna remain the same for the
same radio, there is no need to counter the effects of them for TR to work. In the
rest of this chapter, we treat h
(m)
i,j as the channel for the proposed system.
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3.1.2 The TR-based C-RAN Channel Probing Phase
In the C-RAN, all the RRHs work together to serve the TDs in downlink and
uplink. To achieve this, the BBUs first need to gather all the necessary information
of all the TDs. In the TR-based communication, the TDs are separated naturally
by their CIR’s as the location-specific signature. Therefore, the BBUs need to
collect the CIR information of all the TDs before all the TDs can be served. We
propose the channel probing phase in the C-RAN where the BBUs get the channel
information h
(m)
i,j ’s of from all the RRHs to the TDs. In the proposed system, the
system periodically switches between the channel probing, downlink transmission
and uplink transmission phases. The downlink and uplink transmissions work by
time division duplexing (TDD) such that the channel information can be shared by
the downlink and uplink. In the following, we will first introduce the channel probing
phase which is common and necessary for both downlink and uplink transmissions,
after which we describe in details the downlink and uplink transmission phases
respectively.
Let R denote the set of indices of all the RRHs, T the set of indices of all the
TDs, Ti the set of indices of all the TDs subscribed to the RRH i, and Rj the set
of the indices of all the RRHs that the j-th TD is subscribed to. Note that we have
Ti ⊆ T, Rj ⊆ R.
In the channel probing phase, the N TDs first take turns to transmit a channel
probing signal to all the RRHs, and the RRHs transmit the received channel probing
signal through the front-haul links to the BBUs where the channel information is
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extracted. The channel probing signal can be an impulse signal or a pre-defined
pseudo random code known by the BBUs beforehand. Since all the RRHs work in
the same band, the channel probing signal transmitted by user j can be received by
all the corresponding RRHs simultaneously, and the BBUs can extract the channel
information between each TD and all its corresponding RRHs using various methods.
For instance, the pre-defined pseudo random sequence can be the Golay sequence [39]
and the channel information h
(m)
i,k can be obtained by calculating the cross correlation
of the transmitted Golay sequence and the sequence received by the m-th antenna
of RRH i. At the end of the channel probing phase, the BBUs have the channel
knowledge between all the TDs and their corresponding RRHs. Since the downlink
and uplink transmissions use the TDD, the channel information works for both
uplink and downlink. Moreover, since all the baseband processing is conducted in
the BBUs, the TDs do not need to have the channel information in either downlink
or uplink. Therefore, no feedback is needed to deliver the channel information back
to the TDs.
To understand the overhead caused by the channel probing phase in the pro-
posed system, we analyze it quantitatively. In [40], it was shown through experi-
ments that the channel information in the indoor environment does not change in
hours for a TD that does not move. On the other hand, in our experiment, we
discover that the channel information changes much as one moves more than 3 cm.
Therefore, frequent channel information update is needed for those TDs that are
moving. For example, we consider a typical hand-held device. As the typical walk-
ing speed is 1.4 m per second, the TD needs to do channel probing every 18 ms.
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In the experiment described in section 3.4, we use Golay sequence of total length
2048 as the channel probing sequence, and the sampling rate is 125 MHz. The time
needed for a single channel probing is 16 µs. Compared with the channel updating
period which is 18 ms, the channel probing overhead is less than 0.1% of the total
time for a typical moving TD, which is comparable to the channel estimation over-
head in the LTE systems [41]. While the C-RAN system has to handle the channel
probing for every single TD, the system-wide overhead will be the aggregation of
the individual overheads.
An implicit feature of the proposed channel probing phase is that each TD
is only subscribed to the RRHs close enough to it. The RRHs far away from the
TD j can not get the channel probing signal and will not add it to the subscription
list. The searching range of the TD j can be adjusted by tuning the power of the
channel probing signal. Increasing the power will extend the searching range so that
the TD can possibly subscribe to more RRHs. On the RRH side, this feature enables
automatic power management. If an RRH is far away from all the active TDs, using
this RRH to serve the TDs might not be energy efficient. In the proposed method,
this RRH does not get any channel probing signal and does not use any power to
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Figure 3.3: RRHs to Subscribed TD j
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3.1.3 The Downlink Transmission Architecture
After the channel probing phase, the BBUs start to utilize the collected channel
information to serve the downlink and uplink data transmissions. The system uses
TDD to support downlink and uplink transmissions. In this subsection, we describe
the downlink transmission phase.
In the downlink transmission, as shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3, there are two
steps: in step (1), the transmitted signals are calculated at the BBUs and quantized
before they are transmitted through the front-haul to the RRH; in step (2), the
RRH converts the baseband signals to the RF signals and transmits them to the
TDs through the multi-path channel.
As shown in Fig. 3.2, the intended symbol sequence Xj[k] for the j-th TD
transmitted from the m-th antenna of the i-th RRH is first up-sampled by the
back-off factor D in order to alleviate the inter-symbol interference (ISI) and then
convolved with the signature g
(m)
i,j [k] of the channel h
(m)















k = 0, 1, · · · , L− 1.
where h
(m)∗
i,j [L− 1− k] denotes the conjugate of h
(m)
i,j [L− 1− k].
After that, the intended signals for all the subscribed TDs at them-th antenna























[k] denotes the convolution of X
[D]
j [k] and g
(m)
i,j [k].
The average power of the baseband signal S
(m)





where θ = E[∥Xj[k]∥2].
Then the S
(m)
i is quantized and the BBUs transmit the quantized S̃
(m)
i [k]






i [k] = S
(m)





i [k] is the quantization noise at the m-th antenna of RRH i. By (3.3),
S
(m)
i [k] is a summation of multiple independent variables and can be approximated
as a complex Gaussian random variable by the law of large numbers, and q
(m)
i [k]
can be approximated as a complex random variable whose real and imaginary parts



















quantization level [42] of the baseband signal at the m-th antenna of i-th AP, B
(m)
i





i ] is the dynamic range of the real/imaginary part of S
(m)
i [k].
In step (2), each RRH i simultaneously transmits the baseband signal S̃
(m)
i [k]
via the m-th antenna over the air to all the subscribed TDs for m = 1, 2, · · · ,MT ,
and each subscribed TD will receive the signal from all the corresponding RRHs
simultaneously. The received signal is a combination of the intended signal and
the interference contaminated by noise. The TD j then first amplifies the received












Figure 3.4: TD j to All Corresponding RRHs
sequence Yj. The noise is assumed to be zero-mean additive white gaussian noise
with variance E[|nj[k]|2] = σ2, ∀j, k. In the next section, we will investigate the
received signal Yj to analyze the performance of the proposed system in the downlink
phase.
3.1.4 The Uplink Transmission Architecture
In the uplink transmission, as shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, there are two
similar steps in the opposite direction: in step (1), the TDs simultaneously transmit
the data through the multi-path channels to the corresponding RRHs; in step (2),
the RRHs convert the RF signal into baseband signal, and quantize them before
they are transmitted via the front-haul to the BBUs. The BBUs jointly process the
received baseband signal to extract the uplink data.
In step 1, all the TDs simultaneously transmit the symbol sequences over the
air to the corresponding RRHs. The intended symbol sequence Xj[k] from the j-th






















Figure 3.5: RRHs to BBUs through front-haul link
then scaled by the factor αj before transmitted through the multi-path channel to
all the corresponding RRHs. The purpose of the scaling factor αj is to realize the
power control. It is assumed that the values of αj’s are calculated by the BBUs and
signaled to the TDs through the feedback/control channel. The signal received at
the m-th antenna of RRH i is a combination of the signals from all the TDs that



















i [k] is the AWGN with variance E[|n
(m)
i [k]|2] = σ2, ∀i, k.
The average power of the baseband signal V
(m)
i [k] can be calculated as












The signal received at the RRH is then quantized and transmitted to the BBU
pool through the front-haul, which can be represented as
Ṽ
(m)
i [k] = V
(m)









be approximated as a complex random variable whose real and imaginary parts are









). Note that although we use the
same notation for the downlink and uplink quantization noise, they can be different
due to distinction in the signal dynamic range and number of bits used.
Upon receiving the transmitted baseband signals from all the RRHs, the BBUs
work together to extract the data of each TD. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the data of
TD j is extracted by combining the baseband signals from all the antennas of all













, k = 0, 1, · · · , L− 1. (3.9)
After that, the processed signal from all the antennas of all the corresponding











In section 3.3, we will look into the signal Zj[k] to investigate the uplink
performance of the proposed system.
3.2 Downlink Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed system from two
perspectives, the spectral efficiency and the data rate in the front-haul. The spectral
efficiency indicates how efficiently the proposed system uses the available spectrum,
and the data rate in the front-haul evaluates how much capacity is necessary to
deploy the proposed system.
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3.2.1 Spectral Efficiency
Since all the RRHs and TDs work in the same spectrum, the signal received
by each TD is a mixture of the intended signal, interference and noise. The signal


































i,j [k] + ajnj[k], (3.11)
where, in the last equality, the first term is the intended signal combined with the
interference, the second term is the received quantization noise, and the third term
is the white Gaussian noise. In the following, we will analyze the first and second
term subsequently.

























































− l] · g(m)i,t ∗ h
(m)
i,j [Dl]. (3.12)
The first term is the intended signal for TD j, the second term is the ISI, and the
third term is the inter-user interference (IUI). Note that by the channel reciprocity
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in the channel probing phase, for any RRH u with u /∈ Rj, TD j and RRH u can
not reach each other and therefore TD j does not suffer from the interference from
RRH u.
Since the one-tap gain aj does not affect the SINR, we assume it as aj = 1 in
the subsequent analysis, without loss of generality.
The signal power in the downlink can be written as
P
(dl)

















i,j [L− 1]∥2. (3.13)
Accordingly, the ISI and IUI power can be written as
P
(dl)







































































Next, we analyze the quantization noise in the received signal. From (3.11),
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∥h(m)i,j [l]∥2 · E[∥q
(m)
i [k]∥2], (3.16)
since we assume that q
(m)
i is independent of h
(m)




















which is the summation of the quantization noise power in the real and imaginary
parts.
The spectral efficiency of the TD j can be defined as
r
(dl)














In this subsection, we analyze the front-haul rate in the proposed system in the
downlink mode. As shown in Fig. 3.2, in the downlink mode, the quantized signal
S̃
(m)
i [k] is transmitted from the BBUs to the RRH through the front-haul. The data
rate in the front-haul connecting the BBUs and the i-th RRH can be expressed as






whereW is the bandwidth of the system. It can be seen that Rfh,i is solely dependent
on the number of bits used for each symbol given the bandwidth of the system and
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the number of transmitting antennas. If B
(m)
i is large, the power of the quantization




By (3.17), if the dynamic range K
(m)
i of the signal grows, it needs to increase
B
(m)
i to keep the same quantization noise level. In section 3.4, we will show through
numerical results that K
(m)
i does not change much as the number of TDs in the
system grows, and therefore the proposed system has a “tunneling” effect such that
the front-haul rate keeps almost constant while serving more TDs.
3.3 Uplink Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the uplink performance of the proposed system in
two perspectives: the spectral efficiency and the data rate in the front-haul.
3.3.1 Spectral Efficiency












































where the first term is the mixture of the intended signal and interference for TD
j, the second term is caused by the quantization noise and the third term is caused
by the white Gaussian noise. In the following, we will analyze them subsequently.
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− l] · h(m)i,t ∗ c
(m)
i,j [Dl]. (3.21)
The first term in (3.21) is the intended signal from TD j, the second term is
the ISI, and the third term is the IUI.
The signal power in the uplink can be written as
P
(ul)

















i,j [L− 1]∥2, (3.22)







































































αt · h(m)i,t ∗ c
(m)
i,j [Dl]∥2. (3.24)




















i,j [L−1] is common for all the TDs, which ensures that the signal power for all the
TDs are the same according to (3.22). The parameter η can be adjusted according
to the maximum transmitting power allowed at each TD.
Next, we analyze the quantization noise in the received signal. From (3.20),





















i,j [l] · q
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∥c(m)i,j [l]∥2 · E[∥q
(m)
i [k]∥2], (3.26)
since we can assume that q
(m)
i is independent of c
(m)






















The last term in (3.20) is the AWGN collected from all the corresponding










i,j [k]∥2] = |Rj| ∗MT ∗ σ2 (3.28)
where |Rj| stands for the cardinality of the set Rj. We can see that the AWGN
functions differently in the downlink and uplink. In the downlink, since the AWGN
affects the TD when the TD receives the signal, it does not depend on the number
of corresponding antennas. On the other hand, in the uplink, since the AWGN
is gathered when each of the corresponding antennas receives the signal, the noise
power scales up with the number of corresponding antennas.
The spectral efficiency of the TD j in the uplink can be defined as
r
(ul)















In this subsection, we analyze the front-haul rate in the proposed system in
the uplink mode. As shown in Fig. 3.4, in the uplink mode, the quantized signal
Ṽi[k] is transmitted from the RRH to the BBU through the front-haul. Similar to
the downlink case, the data rate in the front-haul can be expressed as






Similar to the downlink mode, Rfh,i is solely dependent on the number of bits used




i is large, the power of the quantization noise goes down while the
data rate in the front-haul increases, and vice versa if B
(m)
i is small.
By (3.27), if the dynamic range K
(m)
i of the signal grows, it needs to increase
B
(m)
i to keep the same quantization noise level. In the uplink, the total baseband
signal power is dependent on the number of TDs, which is different from the downlink
scenario. Therefore, when the number of TDs increases in the system, the dynamic
range K
(m)
i grows, where more bits are needed to keep the same quantization noise
level.





change with the number of TDs in the system.
3.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed system using
measured channels. We first introduce the experimental setting where we measure
the multi-path channels. Then we show some numerical results obtained by using
the measured channels.
3.4.1 Channel Measurement
The experimental setting is the same as that described in section 2.6 of this
dissertation where 4800 independent channel measurements from the indoor envi-
ronment are obtained. The following numerical results are based on these channel
measurements.
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3.4.2 Downlink Front-haul Rate and Spectral Efficiency
In this subsection, we show the unique features of the proposed system in
the downlink through numerical results. We first show that the front-haul rate
keeps almost constant independent of the number of TDs in the system, after which
we show the achievable spectral efficiency of the system under various settings in
deployment and load. We also compare the result with the C-RAN based on LTE
to show the advantage of the proposed system in being able to utilize the wireless
channel more efficiently.
In Fig. 3.6 and 3.7, we generate the baseband signal S
(m)
i [k] according to (3.3)
using the measured channels and show the complementary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF) [43] of the peak to average power ratio (PAPR) of the signal
S
(m)
i [k] in-band (I) and quadrature (Q) parts under various conditions. The Xj[k]’s
are QPSK modulated. Let Ni = ∥Ti∥ denote the number of TDs subscribed to
RRH i, and it is shown that the PAPR of the S
(m)
i [k] does not change much with
Ni. For example, if we look at the dotted horizontal line at CCDF = 0.05, it always
crosses the curves at around 6 db. The detailed statistics are shown in Table 3.1. It
means 95% of the baseband symbols S
(m)
i [k] have the power no more than 4 times
the average power. By (3.4), the average power of S
(m)
i [k] is only dependent on θ
and D. Therefore, the dynamic range [−K(m)i , K
(m)
i ] of S
(m)
i [k] changes very little
for different Ni’s, where some B
(m)
i can be used to always maintain the same level
of quantization noise power. As a result, the data rate in each front-haul link is
constant.
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Figure 3.6: The CCDF of Downlink QPSK Baseband Signal PAPR (I)





















































Figure 3.7: The CCDF of Downlink QPSK Baseband Signal PAPR (Q)
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Next, we evaluate the spectral efficiency of the system with different number







σ2q,(dl) can be calculated by (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16). By plugging them into
(3.18), the spectral efficiency of each individual TD can be calculated. By averaging
over all the channel realizations, we show the average and sum spectral efficiency in
Fig. 3.8 through 3.11.
As shown in the figures, for each given number of RRHs in this system, the
individual spectral efficiency decreases with more TDs in the system, while the sum
spectral efficiency increases with more TDs in the system. Note that by previous
analysis, the data rate in the front-haul keeps constant. It means that more infor-
mation can be transmitted in the front-haul link with the same amount of bits and
energy consumed. The reason is that by using TR-based air interface, multiple TDs
Table 3.1: the 5% PAPR for Different Ni’s in Downlink (db)
Ni = 1 Ni = 4 Ni = 8 Ni = 16
D = 1, (I) 5.74 5.86 6.06 6.26
D = 1, (Q) 5.74 5.88 6.06 6.26
D = 2, (I) 5.86 6.02 6.22 6.36
D = 2, (Q) 5.86 6.04 6.22 6.36
D = 4, (I) 5.88 6.04 6.24 6.36
D = 4, (Q) 5.86 6.04 6.22 6.36
D = 8, (I) 5.88 6.04 6.24 6.36
D = 8, (Q) 5.88 6.04 6.22 6.36
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Figure 3.8: The Sum Spectral Efficiency (D=1)
































Figure 3.9: The Individual Spectral Efficiency (D=1)
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Figure 3.10: The Sum Spectral Efficiency (D=4)

































Figure 3.11: The Individual Spectral Efficiency (D=4)
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Single RRH Increasing Power
Figure 3.12: The Comparison between Adding More RRHs and Single RRH Increas-
ing Power
are naturally separated by the location-specific signatures. Therefore, even though
the baseband signals for multiple TDs are mixed together in the front-haul link, they
can still be separated when transmitted through the air interface. In other words,
with the TR-based air interface, we are able to create a “tunnel” in the front-haul
link such that the baseband signals can be efficiently combined to alleviate the traffic
in front-haul.
Moreover, it can be observed that both the individual and sum spectral ef-
ficiency are improved if more RRHs are added into this system. The new RRHs
contribute both extra power and degree of freedom to the system. The extra power
alleviates the influence of the quantization and environmental noise, while the extra
degree of freedom helps enhancing the focusing effect [15] and thus mitigating the
interference. Usually, in a dense wireless network, the interference is the dominating
factor that limits the performance of the system. To illustrate this phenomenon,
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we compare the effect of adding in more RRHs with that of increasing the power
of a single RRH. As it can be seen from Fig. 3.12, the blue curve shows that by
just increasing the power of one single RRH, the spectral efficiency keeps almost
constant, while the green curve shows that by adding in more RRHs, the spectral
efficiency is improved significantly.
3.4.3 Uplink Front-haul Rate and Spectral Efficiency
In this subsection, we show through numerical results to illustrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed system in the uplink.
In Fig. 3.13 and 3.14, we generate the baseband signal V
(m)
i [k] according to
(3.6) using the measured channels and show the CCDF of the PAPR of both I
and Q parts of the signal V
(m)
i [k] under various conditions. The Xj[k]’s are QPSK
modulated. It is shown that the PAPR of V
(m)
i [k] does not change much with the
number of TDs subscribed to the RRH i. Similarly, the CCDF = 0.05 line always
crosses the CCDF curves at around 6 db. The detailed statistics are shown in Table
3.2. It means 95% of the baseband symbols V
(m)
i [k] have the power no more than 4
times the average power. By plugging (3.25) into (3.7), the average power of V
(m)
i [k]
can be calculated as


























i [k] increases linearly with
√
Ni. In order to maintain the same level of quan-
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Figure 3.13: The CCDF of Uplink QPSK Baseband Signal PAPR (I)
tization noise power, more bits are needed to represent V
(m)










, in order to maintain the same level of quantization noise power, B
(m)
i
grows to the order of log2(K
(m)
i ) and thus log2(
√
Ni). For example, E[∥q(m)i [k]∥2] is
the same for B
(m)
i = 12, Ni = 1 and B
(m)
i = 14, Ni = 16. In other words, when there
are more TDs in the system, it is necessary to use slightly more bits in the front-haul
link, which is much less significant compared to the increase of the number of TDs.
Similar to the downlink scenario, we evaluate the spectral efficiency of uplink
by averaging over all the channel realizations. We slightly increase B
(m)
i when it is
necessary to keep the same level of quantization noise power. We show the average
and sum spectral efficiencies under various conditions in Fig. 3.15 through Fig. 3.18
and observe similar trends as in downlink.
Similar to the downlink scenario, the “tunneling” effect is also observed in the
uplink case. When there are more TDs in the system, with using almost the same
amount of bits in the front-haul link, more information can be extracted at the BBU
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Figure 3.14: The CCDF of Uplink QPSK Baseband Signal PAPR (Q)
Table 3.2: the 5% PAPR for Different Ni’s in Uplink (db)
Ni = 1 Ni = 4 Ni = 8 Ni = 16
D = 1, (I) 5.74 5.86 6.06 6.22
D = 1, (Q) 5.74 5.88 6.06 6.22
D = 4, (I) 5.86 6.02 6.22 6.34
D = 4, (Q) 5.86 6.02 6.22 6.36
D = 8, (I) 5.88 6.04 6.22 6.36
D = 8, (Q) 5.86 6.04 6.22 6.36
D = 16, (I) 5.88 6.04 6.24 6.36
D = 16, (Q) 5.88 6.04 6.22 6.36
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Figure 3.15: The Sum Spectral Efficiency (D=1)
































Figure 3.16: The Individual Spectral Efficiency (D=1)
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Figure 3.17: The Sum Spectral Efficiency (D=4)

































Figure 3.18: The Individual Spectral Efficiency (D=4)
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side.
3.4.4 Comparison with LTE based C-RAN
To illustrate the advantage of the TR “tunneling” effect in the C-RAN, in this
subsection, we compare the proposed system with LTE based C-RAN in multiple
scenarios.
Suppose we have a certain number of RRHs distributed in an area where
there are N TDs and each of them has Ω bits of data to be transmitted. We first
consider the donwlink. In the LTE based C-RAN, all the RRHs work in separate
bands, and each of the RRHs is responsible for serving part of the TDs. Since
each RRH serves multiple TDs by dividing the time and/or frequency resource, the
baseband signals for multiple TDs cannot be mixed together. As a result, the total
amount of baseband signal is proportional to N ×Ω, which can be approximated by
ϕ
(dl)
N = N ×Ω×λ(dl) where λ(dl) is some constant accounting for the modulation and
channel coding. On the other hand, in the TR based C-RAN, as analyzed in section
3.4.2, the data for multiple TDs can be efficiently combined without increasing the
traffic in the front-haul. As a result, the total amount of baseband signal transmitted
in the front-haul link is constant independent of N , which can be approximated by
φ
(dl)
N = Ω × µ(dl) where µ(dl) is some constant accounting for the modulation and


















to characterize the growth
of data transmitted in the front-haul caused by increasing the number of TDs.
In the uplink, the LTE works by single-carrier frequency division multiple
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access (SC-FDMA) [44], where multiple TDs are separated by the division of the
frequency resource. As a result, the aggregate data transmitted in the front-haul is
also proportional to N × Ω, and τ (ul)N is the same as the τ
(dl)
N . On the other hand,
in the TR based C-RAN, as analyzed in section 3.4.3, the data transmitted in the
front-haul only increases slightly. We define φ
(ul)
N = Ω× B
(ul)
N × µ(ul) where B
(ul)
N is
the average number of bits to represent a baseband signal symbol when there are









. In this example, we have B
(ul)
1 = 12 and B
(ul)
N is
increased when necessary according to the analysis in section 3.3.2.








N with different N ’s. It is
illustrated that in both downlink and uplink, the total amount of data transmitted
in the front-haul of LTE based C-RAN increases linearly with the number of TDs.
In contrast, the total amount of data transmitted in the front-haul of TR based
C-RAN keeps constant in the downlink regardless of the number of TDs, while only
slightly increases in the uplink. It is due to the unique “tunneling” effect such that
more information can be transmitted with nearly the same amount of bits consumed
in the front-haul.
We also compare the spectral efficiency of the proposed system with that of
LTE based C-RAN. Suppose there are N TDs distributed in an area to be served.
We gradually add in extra RRHs to the C-RAN. In the TR based C-RAN, the
extra RRHs mainly help enhance the focusing effect and thus improve the spectral
efficiency. More specifically, we define r
(avg)
M,N as the average spectral efficiency of an
individual TD when there are M RRHs and N TDs in the system. To evaluate the
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Figure 3.19: The Comparison of Normalized Total Transmitted Data in Front-haul
between TR based C-RAN and LTE based C-RAN






























Figure 3.20: The Comparison of Normalized Effective Individual Spectral Efficiency
between TR based C-RAN and LTE based C-RAN
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which normalizes the average spectral efficiency to that when the wireless channel
is exclusively used by a single pair of RRH and TD.
On the other hand, in the LTE based C-RAN, we assume that each TD is
associated with only one RRH and multiple RRHs work in separate bands. The
extra RRHs will offload part of the TDs from the existing RRHs, and thus each TD
has an improved chance of being scheduled. Similar to the TR-based C-RAN, we









the average portion of time and frequency resource that a single TD shares when
there are M RRHs and N TDs, and C
(avg)
M,N is the average spectral efficiency of a TD
conditioning on it is scheduled and allocated the entire time and frequency resource
of a RRH. Since the RRHs work in separate bands, C
(avg)
M,N does not change with M














in order to evaluate the effect of adding in extra RRHs and TDs.
We plot ξM,N and ρM,N for multiple combinations of M and N in Fig. 3.20. It
is observed that ξM,N is above ρM,N for each combination. Note that the achievable
data rate of a TD is the product of the spectral efficiency and the bandwidth. We
define the achievable downlink data rate of a single TD in the TR based C-RAN as
RTRM,N = r
(avg)
M,N ×W TR where W TR is the bandwidth that a TR based TD utilizes,




M,N ×WLTE whereWLTE is the bandwidth that a LTE based TD utilizes.
In the TR based system, since larger bandwidth can be easily utilized with much
reduced cost [45], the RTR1,1 can be greater than R
LTE
1,1 by utilizing larger bandwidth.
For example, in this experiment, W TR = 125MHz and WLTE = 20MHz. By ξM,N









RTRM,N will be greater than R
LTE
M,N for any M and N . It means that the TR-based
C-RAN is able to more efficiently utilize the wireless channel in the multiple-RRH
and multiple-TD setting.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a time-reversal (TR) based cloud radio access
network (C-RAN) architecture. Both the downlink and uplink working schemes
were designed and analyzed. Through analysis, we discovered the TR “tunneling
effects” in the proposed C-RAN architecture, i.e., the baseband signals for multiple
terminal devices (TDs) can be efficiently combined and transmitted in the front-
haul link to alleviate the traffic load. We built a TR radio prototype to measure
the wireless channel in the real-world environment, with which we illustrated the
“tunneling” effect in both downlink and uplink of the proposed C-RAN architecture.
It is observed that for both downlink and uplink, the sum spectral efficiency of
multiple TDs increases with the number of TDs in the system while the front-haul
data rate keeps almost constant. Based on the nice properties shown in this chapter,
the proposed TR-based C-RAN architecture serves as a promising solution to tackle
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the challenge to the C-RAN front-haul link capacity caused by network densification.
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Chapter 4: Waveforming for Time-Reversal Cloud Radio Access Net-
work
In last chapter, the time-reversal (TR) communication has been proposed as
the air interface in cloud radio access network (C-RAN) to alleviate the traffic in
the front-haul links, where it creates unique “tunneling effects” such that more
information can be transmitted with the same amount of traffic load when there are
more terminal devices (TDs) to be served [46].
The TR communication has been shown to be able to boost the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) by collecting most energy of the multipaths [19]. However, when the
symbol duration is shorter than the delay spread of the multipath channel in high
rate transmissions, the inter-symbol interference (ISI) may limit the performance of
the system. Moreover, with network densification, e.g., in a C-RAN that needs to
support a massive number of TDs, the severe inter-user interference (IUI) becomes
the limiting factor that impairs both the spectral and energy efficiency. Therefore,
it is very important to design effective interference management schemes to improve
the spectral and power efficiency in TR communication systems. Algorithms for
waveform design to maximize the sum achievable data rate in the downlink trans-
mission was proposed in [19]. In [47], the authors designed an interference alignment
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scheme aiming at managing the ISI in the single user case. In [17], a successive inter-
ference cancellation scheme was proposed to improve the performance in the uplink
transmission. Nevertheless, these works only considered the case with single ac-
cess point (AP) and one or more TDs, which might not be applicable to systems
with multiple APs, e.g., a C-RAN architecture where multiple remote radio heads
(RRHs) are expected to work together to deliver information.
In C-RAN, a lot works have been done to utilize the computing power at the
baseband units (BBUs) to optimize both the downlink and uplink transmissions.
In [48], a joint precoding and compression scheme was proposed to alleviate the
effect of interference and quantization noise so as to maximize the weighted sum
rate in the downlink transmission. In order to comply with the limited front-haul
link capacity of each RRH, a sparse beamforming and clustering technique was
proposed in [49]. In [50], the authors proposed a joint beamforming and compression
scheme for the uplink transmission in C-RAN. Researchers also investigated the
power consumption issues of C-RAN in [51] and [52]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, no optimization technique is available for the “asymmetric” architecture
of the TR based C-RAN, i.e., much of the complexity is moved to the BBU side while
the TDs can be of very low complexity in both downlink and uplink transmissions.
In the downlink transmission of a TR based system, the TDs detect the transmitted
signal by single-tap detection, while in the uplink they directly transmit the symbols
after simple amplification.
In this chapter, we aim to leverage all the available information and computing
power at the BBUs to better manage the interference so that the transmissions in
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the TR based C-RAN become more reliable and efficient. In the downlink, since the
instantaneous channel impulse responses (CIRs) as well as the intended symbols of
all the TDs are available at the BBUs, we propose algorithms that combine these
information to optimally determine the power allocation and transmitting waveforms
to minimize the mean square error (MSE) of the signal received by the TDs. In the
uplink, since only the CIRs of all the TDs are available at the BBUs, we propose to
utilize such information to optimize the receiver design as well as the transmitting
power of all the TDs. All the proposed algorithms are guaranteed to converge.
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes, we conduct experiments to
measure the multipath channel information in a real-world environment, based on
which we show that the proposed schemes can significantly reduce the bit error
rate (BER) of both downlink and uplink transmissions compared with using the
basic TR waveforms. Moreover, since all these optimizations are performed in the
BBUs, the asymmetric architecture of the TR communications are preserved, and
the performance is improved without any change at the TD side.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in section 4.1, both downlink
and uplink transmission optimization problems are formulated; the downlink wave-
form design is optimized in section 4.2; the uplink detector and power control is
optimized in section 4.3; numerical results are shown in section 4.4 and section 4.5
concludes this chapter.
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4.1 System Models and Problem Formulations
In the time-reversal (TR) based cloud radio access network (C-RAN) [46]
shown in Fig. 4.1, the terminal devices (TDs) periodically sends known sequences
of waveforms to the remote radio heads (RRHs). The RRHs transmit the received
baseband signal to the baseband units (BBUs), which then detects the channel
impulse response (CIR) using the received signal. The CIR is considered as the
transmitting waveform of the corresponding TD, and used by the BBUs for the
downlink and uplink data transmissions.1 In the downlink data transmission, the
BBUs simply use the time-reversed version of the CIR as the symbol waveform to
transmit the data symbols. After receiving the signal, the TD detects the transmit-
ted symbols by looking at one sample of the received signal for each symbol. As
a consequence, the complexity at the TD side can be very low while most of the
computational burden is shifted to the BBUs. In the uplink data transmission, the
TDs directly transmit the symbols through the multipath channel to the RRHs. The
RRHs transmit the received signal through the front-haul links to the BBUs and
the BBUs then convolve the received signal with the time-reversed version of the
CIR of corresponding TDs to detect the symbols transmitted by the TDs. Although
using basic TR waveform is simple and straightforward, it cannot achieve the opti-
1According to the analysis in [46], the time needed for transmitting the channel probing se-
quences takes approximately 0.1% of the total transmission time of a typical TD moving at walking
speed. The system-wide overhead for obtaining the CIRs is approximately N ∗ 0.1% where N is






Figure 4.1: The System Model
mal performance, especially in the dense network where the inter-user interference
(IUI) becomes the limiting factor. In this chapter, we focus on the waveform design
problem to optimize both downlink and uplink data transmissions. The downlink
and uplink waveform design problem will be formulated separately in the following.
4.1.1 Downlink Problem Formulation
We will first analyze the case that a single RRH serves multiple TDs. Let hi,k
denote the multipath channel between the i-th RRH and the k-th TD, which is a
vector of length L with L being the maximum channel length of all the N TDs. Let
Xk and gi,k denote the information symbols and the transmit waveform for user k at
RRH i. gi,k can be basic TR waveform or more advanced waveform. The length of
gi,k is also L. In this chapter, we consider the frame-based transmission and reception











Figure 4.2: The Downlink Transmission Diagram
where Fk is the frame length of TD k. As shown Fig. 4.2, at RRH i, the Xk
will be first upsampled by the backoff factor Dk for inter-symbol interference (ISI)
alleviation. The upsampled symbol frame is denoted as X
[Dk]
k . After that, a blank
sub-frame is appended to the end of the up-sampled signal to prevent the interference
between frames. The length of the sub-frame is no less than L taps. Then, the entire
frame is convolved with the downlink transmission signature gi,k, after which the
convoluted signal for all the TDs are summed up together and transmitted over the
air to multiple TDs simultaneously.
The signal received at TD k can be represented as
Sk = hi,k ∗
N∑
v=1
gi,v ∗X [Dv ]v + nk, (4.1)
where nk is the noise vector with appropriate length. Without loss of generality, we
assume E[∥nk[j]∥2] = σ2,∀k, j.
The k-th TD will first amplify the Sk with αk and then down-sample it with
the backoff factor Dk, obtaining the receiced sequence Yk, based on which it will try
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to detect Xk. The received sequence Yk can be represented as
Yk = αkMk · hi,k ∗
N∑
v=1
gi,v ∗X [Dv ]v + αkMknk, (4.2)
where Mk is a masking matrix for TD k since only the sampled taps of the received
signal are considered. More specifically,
Mk = [eL; eL+Dk ; · · · eL+(Fk−1)Dk ], (4.3)
where ei denotes the i-th row of the (2L− 1+ (Fk − 1)Dk)× (2L− 1+ (Fk − 1)Dk)
identity matrix.
We define Hi,k as the Toeplitz matrix of size (2L−1)×L with the first column
being [hTi,k 01×(L−1)], then Yk can be further written as










is the aggregation of all the downlink transmission signature gi,k’s of the RRH i.
B̃i,k is the equivalent channel matrix combining both the channel information hi,k’s

























is the augmented matrix of Hi,k with size (2L− 1 + (Fk − 1)Dk)× L.
In the TR communication system, due to the asymmetric architecture [16,17],
all the computation complexity are migrated to the BBUs and the TDs have low
complexity. In other words, the TDs are unable to perform sophisticated signal
processing to detect the transmitted symbols. Due to this constraint, we aim to make
the received signal Yk close to Xk so that TD k could directly get the transmitted
information based on the received signal.
To achieve this, some sophisticated processing are needed at the BBU side. It
can be seen in (4.4) that we combine the channel information hi,k’s and the content
information Xk’s in the matrix B̃i,k, which are readily available at the BBUs, and
the BBUs can instantaneously compute the B̃i,k’s and utilize them to optimize the
downlink data transmission. Since all the TDs simultaneously work at the same
spectrum, each TD suffers from the inter-symbol interference (ISI) and the inter-
user interference (IUI), which are significantly affected by the design of gi. We aim
to find the optimal gi and α = [α1, α2, · · · αN ] to minimize the mean square error
(MSE) of the received signal without violating the transmitting power constraints.
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max is the maximum transmitting power allowed for each RRH in the down-
link transmission.
4.1.2 Uplink Problem Formulation
In the uplink of the TR based C-RAN system, All the TDs simultaneously
transmit the information through the RRHs to the BBUs. The BBUs collect the
information received by all the RRHs and then detect the transmitted symbols by
processing the received signal. We will first analyze the case that a single RRH
serves multiple TDs. Similar to the downlink case, the uplink will also be using
the frame based transmission. The frame of symbols of TD k is denoted by Xk =
[xk,1, xk,2, · · · xk,Fk ] where Fk is the frame length of TD k. As shown in Fig. 4.3, at TD
k, the Xk will be first upsampled by the backoff factor Dk for ISI alleviation. After
that, a blank sub-frame is appended to the end of the up-sampled signal to prevent
the interference between frames. The length of the sub-frame is no less than L taps.
Then, the entire frame is amplified element-wisely by βk = [βk,1, βk,2, · · · , βk,Fk ] and
then transmitted over the air to the RRH, i.e., the symbol xk,j is amplified by βk,j.
The signal received at the i-th RRH is the summation of the frame transmitted










Figure 4.3: The Uplink Transmission Diagram
downlink case, we use matrix notations to represent the received signal, which is










is the aggregation of the frames of all the TDs,
Ri =
(
Ri,1 Ri,2 · · · Ri,N
)
, (4.12)
and β is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements being β1,1, · · · β1,F1 , β2,1, · · · β2,F2 ,
· · · , βN,1, · · · βN,FN . Ri,j is the Toeplitz matrix of size (Dj · (Fj − 1) + L)× Fj with
the j-th column being [0(j−1)∗Dj ;h
T
i,j;0(Fj−j)×Dj ].
It can be seen that the channel information hi,k’s are combined in Ri, which
are readily available at the BBUs in the uplink. Moreover, the BBUs are equipped
with all the computation power so that they have the ability to process the received
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signal in sophisticated ways to extract the information transmitted by the TDs. In
this chapter, we aim to design the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)
detector Wi to detect the symbols transmitted by the TDs. Moreover, the BBUs
need also determine the power control factor βk,j’s in order to avoid the strong-weak








max is the maximum transmitting power allowed for each TD in the uplink
transmission.
4.2 Downlink Waveform Design
In this section, we solve the problem (4.9) formulated in section 4.1 to optimize
the downlink data transmission. We will start with the single RRH multiple TD
case. Since the problem in (4.9) is a non-convex problem, we propose to use iterative
algorithms to solve it. Through designing the algorithm, we find that under a special
single TD case, a closed form optimal waveform design can be derived. Eventually,
we extend the problem to the coordinated waveform design such that multiple RRHs
can work together to focus the signal at the intended locations.
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4.2.1 Single RRH Waveform Design and Power Allocation
In this subsection, we will analyze the waveform design problem in the case
that a single RRH serves multiple TDs. The MSE of TD k can be expressed as
MSEk = E[∥αkB̃i,kgi + αkMknk −Xk∥2]
= ∥αk∥2g′iB̃′i,kB̃i,kgi − α′kg′iB̃′i,kXk − αkX ′kB̃i,kgi + ∥αk∥2Fkσ2 +X ′kXk
(4.14)














































s.t. g′igi ≤ P (dl)max,
(4.16)
which is a non-convex optimization problem. Since each TD’s optimal gi,k and αk
depend on those of other TDs, the closed form global optimal solution is difficult to
find. In the following, we provide two algorithms that are guaranteed to converge
to a local optimal point.
4.2.1.1 Alternating Optimization Algorithm
In this subsection, we will introduce the alternating optimization algorithm,
where we alternatively optimize one of gi and α given the other.
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The Lagrangian of the problem in (4.16) can be written as



















∥αk∥2Fkσ2 + λ(g′igi − P (dl)max). (4.17)




= 0 ⇒ αk = (Fkσ2 + g′iB̃′i,kB̃i,kgi)−1g′iB̃′i,kX ′k. (4.18)
Next, we will derive how to optimize gi given α. We have
∂L
∂gi










i = 0. (4.19)
























The alternating optimization algorithm can be summarized in Algorithm 1.
In the alternating optimization algorithm, the MSE is non-increasing each time
we update α or gi. As a result, the MSE is non-increasing as the iteration goes on.
Since the MSE in (4.16) is lower bounded, the proposed algorithm is guaranteed to
converge.
Although the problem in (4.16) is non-convex, an interesting observation is
that when there is only one TD, by solving the Lagrangian, we find that the neces-
sary conditions lead to a unique solution, which is the optimal solution for (4.16).
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Algorithm 1 Alternating Optimization Algorithm
1 Initialize αk = 1, ∀k
2 loop:
3 Calculate gi according to (4.21)
4 Calculate αk’s according to (4.18)
5 until gi and αk’s converge or the maximum number of iterations is reached
Specifically, from (4.18) we have
∥αk∥2g′iB̃′i,kB̃i,kgi + ∥αk∥2Fkσ2 = αkX ′kB̃i,kgi. (4.22)
From (4.19) we have
∥αk∥2g′iB̃′i,kB̃i,kgi + λg′igi = αkX ′kB̃i,kgi. (4.23)
By comparing (4.22) and (4.23), we can have ∥αk∥2Fkσ2 = λg′igi. Obviously,










. Substituting the solu-









where I is an identity matrix. By substituting (4.25) into (4.24), we have
αk =






Substituting (4.26) into (4.25), we can obtain the optimal waveform for the
single user. The resulting MSE in the single user case can be expressed as
























We observe that in this problem, the optimal solution satisfies g′igi = P
(dl)
max. In
other words, when only one single TD is served by the RRH, the RRH always uses
full power for the downlink transmission. This conclusion can be verified in another




max, then we can always scale
up gi until it reaches P
(dl)
max, and scale down αk accordingly to keep the first term in
(4.4) the same while reducing the power of the second term, which is the power of
the noise. As a result, the impairment caused by noise is alleviated and the MSE
can be reduced.
4.2.1.2 Gradient Algorithm
In addition to the alternating optimization algorithm, we also propose another
algorithm to find the optimal waveform.
From (4.18), we are able to calculate the optimal αk given gi. By plugging
































































Once the gradient is calculated, we use it to update the waveform in order to
minimize the MSE. Moreover, we project it to the constraint set g′igi = P
(dl)
max by
normalization to comply with the transmitting power constraint. Specifically,







· gnewi , (4.32)
where the first equation is to determine the shape of the new waveform by line




good convergence behavior [53]. The second equation is to project the waveform into
the space satisfying the transmitting power constraint. The gradient optimization
algorithm can be summarized in Algorithm 2.
In this algorithm, gi is updated in step 7 only when the MSE is reduced by
the update. Therefore, the MSE is non-increasing in this algorithm. Since the MSE
is lower bounded, the gradient algorithm is guaranteed to converge.
4.2.2 Extension to multi-RRH Joint Waveform Design and Power
Allocation
In this subsection, we will extend the gradient algorithm to the multiple RRH
case so that multiple RRHs are able to jointly determine the waveform for the
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Algorithm 2 Gradient Optimization Algorithm
1 Initialize gi as the basic TR waveform
2 loop:
3 Calculate ∇g according to (4.30)
4 Set n = 1
5 Update gnew,pi according to (4.31) and (4.32)
6 if MSEnew < MSEcurrent




9 n = n+ 1, go to step 5
10 until gi and αk’s converge or the maximum number of iterations is reached
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downlink transmission so as to better focus the signal at the intended TDs.
First, we extend the problem in (4.9) to the multiple RRH case. When multiple
RRHs work together to serve the TDs distributed in the area, each TD simultaneous-
ly receives and combines the signal transmitted by all the serving RRHs. Suppose
there are totally M RRHs serving N TDs in the area. The signal received by TD k




B̃i,kgi + αk ·Mknk










is the aggregation of all the downlink transmission signature gi’s of the RRH i, and
B̃k = [B̃1,k B̃2,k · · · B̃M,k]. (4.35)























s.t. g′igi ≤ P (dl)max, ∀i.
(4.36)
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The gradient optimization algorithm proposed earlier can be modified to work
in the multiple RRH case. Since each single RRH has only limited transmitting
power, the projection in (4.32) is modified by normalizing the maximum transmitting
power of all the RRHs to P
(dl)
max, while the transmitting power of all the other RRHs








By solving problem (4.36), all the RRHs work together to determine the op-
timal g without violating the transmitting power constraint at each of the RRHs.
As a result, the transmitted signal are better focused at the intended receivers with
little leakage to the surroundings. It will be shown later in the numerical results
that, compared with the single RRH case, multiple RRHs not only bring in extra
power, but also additional degree of freedom so that the signal can be focused at
the intended locations more sharply.
4.3 Uplink Joint Power Control and Detector Design
In this section, we try to solve the problem (4.13) formulated in section 4.1.
We will first analyze the single RRH case where RRH i determines the transmitting
power of all the TDs and then processes the received signal to extract the uplink
information. Then we extend it to the multiple RRH case where the BBUs can
leverage the signal collected by more than one RRHs.
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4.3.1 Single RRH Power Control and Detector Design
Suppose the RRH i collects the uplink signal transmitted by N TDs and
forward it to the BBUs for further processing. The MSE in (4.13) can be written as
E[∥WiZi −X∥2] = E[∥WiRiβX +Wini −X∥2]. (4.38)
In this chapter, we use the LMMSE detector to detect X. By [54], the LMMSE











It can be seen that if β is available, the LMMSE detector can be determined.
The MSE can be written as
MSE(ul) = trace[(β′R′iΣ
−1




which is affected by β. Moreover, β is also limited by the transmitting power
constraints of the TDs. Since the Ri, Σx and Σe are available at the BBUs, the
BBUs are able to optimize over β in order to further minimize the MSE, and signal


















which is a non-convex problem. Since the global optimal solution is hard to find,
in the following, we use a gradient algorithm to find the optimal β to minimize the
MSE while satisfying the transmission power constraint of each TD.
Let A , Σ−
1
2
e Ri. Note that β is a diagonal matrix. By [55], we have
∇β(s, s) , ∂MSE
(ul)
∂β(s, s)
= −trace[(β′A′Aβ + Σx)−2(ψ′sA′Aβ + β′A′Aψs)], (4.43)
where ψs is a matrix the same size with β. All elements in ψs are zeros except that
ψs(s, s) = 1. We define ∇β to be the diagonal matrix the same size with β, and the
i-th item in the diagonal is ∇β(i, i), i.e.,
∇β =

∇β(1, 1) 0 · · · 0
0 ∇β(2, 2) . . . 0
...
. . . . . .
...






After we obtain the gradient for each β(s, s), we update each β(s, s) by line
search and projection similar to the downlink gradient algorithm. Specifically,










where we choose δn =
1
n
. The algorithm can be summarized in Algorithm 3.
In this algorithm, β is updated in step 7 only when the MSE is reduced by the
update. Therefore, the MSE is non-increasing in this algorithm. Since the MSE is
lower bounded, the gradient algorithm is guaranteed to converge.
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Algorithm 3 Gradient Optimization Algorithm for Optimal Power Control in Up-
link








3 Calculate ∇β according to (4.43) and (4.44)
4 Set n = 1
5 Update βproj according to (4.45) and (4.46)
6 if MSEnew < MSEcurrent
7 β = βproj
8 else
9 n = n+ 1, go to step 5
10 until β converges or the maximum number of iterations is reached
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4.3.2 Extension to the Multiple RRH Joint Power Control and De-
tector Design
In the above, we proposed the joint LMMSE detector design and power con-
trol algorithm in the single RRH case so that the BBUs can determine the optimal
transmitting power utilized by each TD and then use the baseband signal collected
by RRH i to extract the information transmitted by all the TDs. In the C-RAN set-
ting, usually more than one RRHs are available in a specific area. Compared to the
single RRH case, extra RRHs can provide additional information about the signal
transmitted by the TDs, which can be utilized to improve the accuracy in detecting
the transmitted symbols. In this subsection, we extend the LMMSE detector design
and power control algorithm to the multiple RRH case.
In the multiple RRH case, we assume theM RRHs simultaneously observe the
transmitted signal from the N TDs and forward the collected signal to the BBUs
for processing. The BBUs collect the aggregation of the signal received by all the
RRHs, which can be represented as
Z = RβX + n, (4.47)
where Z = [ZT1 , Z
T
2 , · · ·ZTM ]T , R = [RT1 , RT2 , · · ·RTM ]T , n = [nT1 , nT2 , · · ·nTM ]T .
The LMMSE detector design in (4.39) and the gradient power control algo-
rithm can be readily extended to the multiple RRH case by replacing Ri by R and
ni by n, respectively.
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4.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we will use some numerical results to illustrate the effectiveness
of the proposed waveform design algorithms. We start with the experiment settings
in which we collect the multipath channels. After that, we will show the BER and
MSE performance of the proposed algorithms under various conditions.
4.4.1 Experiment Setting
The experimental setting is the same as that described in section 2.6 of this
dissertation where 4800 independent channel measurements from the indoor envi-
ronment are obtained. The following numerical results are based on these channel
measurements.
4.4.2 Single RRH Waveform Design
In this subsection, we show the numerical results obtained by using the single
RRH waveform design algorithms proposed in section 4.2 and section 4.3.
In Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5, we show the BER performance of the single RRH
single TD waveform design algorithm. The curve labeled “WD” stands for the BER
performance of the sum rate maximization waveform design algorithm proposed
in [19], the curves labeled “Content-aware WD” stand for the performance of the
algorithms proposed in this chapter since the content information is used in the
waveform design, and the curve labeled “TR” stands for the BER performance






BER of the basic TR fails to go down since it is dominated by the interference. The




increases for the algorithms proposed in this chapter and
in [19]. Moreover, the algorithm proposed in this chapter always outperforms that
in [19]. However, the performance gap between those two algorithms shrinks when
D increases, since the interference is less severe with larger D. Moreover, we show
in Fig. 4.6 that the theoretical MSE calculated by (4.27) matches the theoretical
values well.
Next, we evaluate the proposed design in the single RRH multiple TD setting.
In Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, we show the BER performance of the proposed algorithm
in the single AP and multiple TD settings. Similar to the single TD case, the BER




increases due to the saturation of
interference. The proposed algorithm always outperforms the waveform design in
[19]. The performance gap is larger than the single TD case since the interference is
more severe than the single TD case. Moreover, it is illustrated that the performance
of the alternating algorithm is close to that of the gradient algorithm.
4.4.3 Multiple RRH Waveform Design
In Fig. 4.11, we show the BER performance of the algorithm in section 4.2.2
for the multiple RRH settings. The BER of the basic TR waveform goes down




. On the other hand, in the proposed content-
aware waveform design schemes, multiple RRHs work together to determine the
transmitting power and waveform and thus achieve good interference management.
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Figure 4.4: The BER of the single RRH single TD (D=2)

























Figure 4.5: The BER of the single RRH single TD (D=4)
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Figure 4.6: The Theoretical and Experimental MSE of a Single TD
























Figure 4.7: The BER of the single RRH with two TDs (D=4)
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Figure 4.8: The BER of the single RRH with two TDs (D=6)






















Figure 4.9: The BER of the single RRH with Four TDs (D=8)
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Figure 4.10: The BER of the single RRH with Four TDs (D=10)
As a result, the extra RRHs not only brings in more transmitting power, but also
the additional degree of freedom that can be utilized to better focus the signal at
the intended locations. As shown in Fig. 4.12, the average BER of the TDs decrease
with more RRHs installed.
For the uplink case, we show the BER performance of the proposed algorithm
in the multiple RRH setting. The curves labeled “LMMSE” stand for the per-
formance of the proposed LMMSE estimator design, and the curves labeled “TR”
stand for the performance of the basic TR waveforms in [17]. As shown in Fig. 4.13,





the other hand, by using the proposed algorithm, the observations from multiple
RRHs are gathered and processed to detect the symbols transmitted by the TDs.
Additional RRHs provide extra observations of the symbols transmitted by the TDs,
which can be utilized to improve the accuracy of the detection. As shown in Fig.
4.14, the average BER of the TD decreases with the more RRHs installed.
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Figure 4.11: The BER Performance of Downlink Transmission in a Multiple RRH
Case























Figure 4.12: The Improvement of BER by Adding RRHs in Downlink Transmission
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Figure 4.13: The BER Performance of Uplink Transmission in a Multiple RRH Case

























Figure 4.14: The Improvement of BER by Adding RRHs in Uplink Transmission
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we studied the optimization on the downlink and uplink trans-
mission in TR based C-RAN. The content/channel information and the computing
power in the BBU pool is utilized to optimize the waveform design in the downlink
and receiver design in the uplink. The asymmetric architecture of TR communi-
cation is preserved in the optimization and no change in the terminal device (TD)
is needed. In this way, the performance of the TR based C-RAN can be improved
while keeping the low cost of the TDs. We built a TR radio prototype to measure the
wireless channel in the real-world environment, with which we illustrated that the
proposed algorithms can significantly improve the downlink and uplink transmission
reliability over basic TR waveforms and traditional waveform design schemes.
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Chapter 5: Compressive Quantization for Multi-Antenna Cloud Ra-
dio Access Network
In the previous sections, a time-reversal (TR) based cloud radio access network
(C-RAN) is proposed where the “tunneling effects” are discovered, by which the
traffic load in the front-haul link is alleviated. In this chapter, we generalize from
this idea and propose the compressive quantization scheme that applies to the uplink
of a multi-antenna C-RAN so that massive antennas can be utilized.
In recent years, massive MIMO has drawn the attention of researchers. Fol-
lowing the same idea of leveraging the spatial multiplexing gain as the traditional
MIMO, the massive MIMO utilizes a much larger number of antennas, and some
interesting features have been discovered, such as the improved spectral efficiency
and energy efficiency which can be achieved by MRC in the uplink or MRT in the
downlink [56, 57]. However, despite the advantages, the massive MIMO is limited
by a few bottlenecks. For example, due to the limited separation between antennas,
the channels are always correlated, which undermines the advantages made possible
with massive antennas [58,59].
The C-RAN has the same initiative of utilizing extra antennas with the massive
MIMO.We notice that if the total number of antennas is large, the C-RAN works like
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a virtual massive MIMO, and many nice properties of massive MIMO will apply. For
example, the massive antennas help focus the energy into smaller region [60], such
that more terminal devices (TDs) can be accommodated efficiently. These features
are essential to the next generation of wireless networks. However, in the C-RAN,
the amount of traffic in the front-haul is proportional to the number of antennas
utilized by the remote radio head (RRH). Therefore, due to the limited front-haul
capacities, each RRH always uses a single antenna in the current literature, and the
total number of antennas that can be utilized is limited, which hinders the C-RAN
from achieving the nice properties of using massive antennas.
Recently, motivated by the advantages of massive antennas, the multi-antenna
C-RAN is investigated [61]. Since the amount of baseband signal data in the front-
haul link is proportional to the number of antennas used by the RRH, a spatial
filtering method is designed in [62] to compress the baseband signal in the uplink.
However, the design of the spatial filter is performed at the baseband units (BBUs)
due to the limited computation capability of RRHs, which creates a lot of overhead in
the already-tight front-haul links. Moreover, the compression of the baseband signal
using the spatial filter involves massive multiplication operations, which increases
the cost of each RRH.
Recall that in the TR based C-RAN proposed in Chapter 3 of this dissertation,
the baseband signals of multiple devices can be combined and transmitted in the
front-haul links since they are naturally separated by the location-specific signatures.
In the multi-antenna C-RAN, similar separation is also available due to the fact that
the total number of antennas is large, and the channel impulse response from the
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large number of antennas can serve as the signature for each TD. In this chapter, we
aim to leverage this feature to design low cost but effective baseband signal process-
ing schemes which can facilitate the C-RAN tackle the front-haul capacity challenge
caused by using multi-antenna RRHs. Instead of elaborately designed compressor,
quantizer and decoder, we propose a novel baseband signal compressive quantiza-
tion at the RRH side coupled with the weight vectors designed at the BBU side.
The compressive quantization consists of two phases: the delay-and-add and the
quantization. The delay-and-add simply buffers the baseband signals of multiple
time instants and sums the delayed versions of them, which is then quantized and
transmitted to the BBUs through the front-haul link. By the delay-and-add, the
raw baseband signals from multiple time instants are embedded in a vector with
lower dimension compared with the direct concatenation, and thus more bits can
be allocated to each value in the quantization. As a result, the quantization noise
is mitigated. On the other hand, due to the overlapping of baseband signals from
multiple time instants, extra interference is created. Unlike the quantization noise,
the interference has its own structure, and is easy to mitigate and cancel out with
the rich spatial diversity provided by the massive antennas. In other words, different
from general baseband signal compression algorithms, the compressive quantization
is tailored for the multi-antenna C-RAN where massive antennas are available. In
the BBU side, the LMMSE and MRC detectors are designed to detect the symbols
from the signal processed by the RRHs using compressive quantization. To fully
utilize the computation power of the BBUs, a parallel interference cancellation al-
gorithm is proposed to further reduce the influence of interference. Moreover, we
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extend the proposed scheme to an OFDM based multi-antenna C-RAN and find that
the proposed scheme helps the OFDM based multi-antenna C-RAN utilize larger
bandwidth with limited front-haul capacity. Numerical results in various settings
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes.
The chapter is organized as follows: in section 5.1, the system model is intro-
duced. We propose and analyze the compressive quantization scheme as well as the
corresponding symbol detection schemes in section 5.2. In section 5.3, the proposed
scheme is applied to the OFDM based multi-antenna C-RAN. Numerical results are
shown in section 5.4 and section 5.5 concludes the chapter.
5.1 System Model
We consider the uplink communication of the cloud radio access network (C-
RAN). As shown in Fig. 5.1, a group of N terminal devices (TDs) are distributed
in an area and they work in the same band. Each TD transmits the signal, which
is received by M remote radio heads (RRHs) distributed in the same area. All the
RRHs periodically report the received baseband signal to the baseband unit (BBU)
pool through front-haul links with limited capacity. Without loss of generality, we
assume the i-th RRH is equipped with Qi antennas where Qi > 1, and each TD is
equipped with single antenna.
In this chapter, we assume that the channel state information (CSI) is instantly
available at the BBUs through channel estimation prior to the uplink transmission.
















i,j is the channel impulse response between the m-th
antenna of RRH i and TD j.
In the uplink transmission, all the RRHs periodically report the received base-
band signal to BBUs and the BBUs are responsible for detecting the symbols trans-
mitted by the TDs using the received signal. The signal received by the ith RRH
at time instant t can be represented as
yi,t = Hixt + ni,t (5.1)
where xt ∈ CN×1 is the vector containing the intended symbols of all the TDs at
time t, ni,t ∈ CQi×1 is the additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) received by RRH
i at time t, and
Hi = [hi,1,hi,2, · · · ,hi,N ] . (5.2)
As shown in (5.1), the dimension of the baseband signal yi,t increases as more
antennas are used at each RRH. The baseband signals transmitted directly through
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the front-haul links will suffer from severe quantization noise. Let the capacity of
the front-hual link be Ci bits per second, and the wireless bandwidth be J Hz. We
analyze the quantization noise under uniform quantization. The average number of





Typically, the quantization noise qi[k] can be approximated as a complex





) where Li =
2Ki
2bi−1 is the quantization level [42] of the baseband signal
of i-th RRH, bi = Bi/2 is the number of bits used to represent the real/imaginary
part of yi,t[k], and [−Ki, Ki] is the dynamic range of the real/imaginary part of
yi,t[k].














It can be seen from (5.3) and (5.4) that with limited front-haul capacity, the
number of bits allocated to each individual value of yi,t[k] decreases as Qi increases,
and in consequence the quantization noise power increases. In other words, under
direct quantization, the limited front-haul capacity is the main obstacle in transmit-
ting the yi,t’s to the BBUs. In the next section, we will introduce the compressive
quantization scheme which is able to quantize yi,t’s more efficiently so that the signal
fits the front-haul capacity.
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5.2 Compressive Quantization and Symbol Detection
To tackle the aforementioned quantization noise problem, in this section, we
propose the distributed baseband signal compressive quantization as well as the
corresponding symbol detection schemes. We will first introduce the compressive
quantization which happens in the RRH, and then the corresponding weight vectors
that can be used to detect the symbols from the compressive quantized baseband sig-
nal. Finally, we propose a parallel interference cancellation algorithm which further
improves the symbol detection accuracy.
5.2.1 Compressive Quantization
The frame based compressive quantization scheme consists of the delay-and-
add phase and the quantization phase. Let F denote the frame length. In the
delay-and-add phase, the yi,t’s obtained in t = 1, 2, · · · , F are buffered. As shown
in Fig. 5.2, instead of quantizing and transmitting yi,t to the BBUs at each time
instant, each yi,t is delayed for Di time instants from the previous one. The vector













Figure 5.2: An example of the delay-and-add phase with Qi = 8, Di = 2

































where x(eq) = [xT1 ,x
T
2 , · · · ,xTF ]T and n
(eq)
i = A · [nTi,1,nTi,2, · · · ,nTi,F ]T . The noise
transformation matrix A ∈ R(Qi+(F−1)Di)×(QiF ) can be written as









The quantization phase follows the delay-and-add phase. Uniform quantiza-
tion is applied to each element in zi. More specifically, the quantized signal z̃i can
be represented as













i is the quantization noise caused by compressive quantization. In the
following, we will show the quantization noise is reduced by the proposed method.
The total length of vector zi containing the information of yi,t’s is Qi + (F −
1) ·Di. Compared with the aggregation of yi,t’s of the length Qi · F , the dimension
of the vector is much reduced. For instance, as in the example shown in Fig. 5.2




the original value. As a result, with limited front-haul capacity, more bits can be





J · (Qi + (F − 1) ·Di)
. (5.13)
By (5.9), zi[k] is a summation of multiple independent variables and can be
approximated as a complex Gaussian random variable by the law of large numbers.




Figure 5.3: An example of the DSP circuit for compressive quantization with Qi = 8,
Di = 2































is the quantization level under the compressive quantization and K
(CQ)
i is the dy-
namic range of zi[k].















(5.13). In other words, the numerator of (5.15) increases linearly while the denom-






quantization noise power is reduced as well by (5.14).
In summary, in the proposed compressive quantization scheme, the baseband
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signals from multiple time instants are first reduced into a lower dimension vector
using the delay-and-add and then quantized. Because of the reduction in dimension,
more bits can be allocated to each individual value in quantization, and the quanti-
zation noise power is reduced. On the other hand, due to the reduction of dimension,
the independent baseband signals of multiple time instants are overlapped together,
which creates some additional interference and makes the detection of the symbols
more difficult. The parameter Di in the proposed scheme can be tuned to balance
the quantization noise power and the interference power. Since the length of zi is
Qi + (F − 1) ·Di, with smaller Di, the raw baseband signals are densely overlapped
together, which creates much interference while significantly reduces the quantiza-
tion noise power. With larger Di, the reduction in quantization noise power is not
so aggressive, while the extra interference created by the compressive quantization
is also mild. In next subsection, we will propose weight vector designs to detect the
symbols from the compressive quantized baseband signals.
Before we introduce the weight vectors that are used in the BBUs to detect
the symbols, it is worth analyzing the complexity of the compressive quantization
in the RRHs. By (5.5), the delay-and-add does not require the channel information,
which reduces the communication overhead between the BBUs and the RRHs since
the channel information is obtained in the BBUs. This is a desirable feature in
the C-RAN since the front-haul link capacity is usually the bottleneck limiting the
performance of the system. Moreover, as an example shown in Fig. 5.3, the process-
ing in the RRHs only involves buffering and adding without multiplying, which can
be easily implemented using low cost hardware. It enables the RRH to compress
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the baseband signal from multiple antennas without complicated processing, which
preserves the advantages of the C-RAN system that the RRHs are cheap and can
be deployed with low cost.
5.2.2 The Weight Vector Design
As introduced in last subsection, each RRH processes the baseband signal
using compressive quantization and transmits them to the BBUs via the front-haul
links with limited capacity. The BBUs collect the baseband signals transmitted by
each RRH and detect the intended symbol of each TD. In this subsection, two weight
vector designs are proposed to detect the intended symbols from the compressive
quantized baseband signals.
The aggregate of the baseband signal from all the RRHs collected at the BBUs
can be written as
z̃ = [z̃T1 , z̃
T
2 , · · · , z̃TM ]T




















T , · · · , (q(CQ)M )T ]T .
Without loss of generality, in the rest of the chapter, we assume that Di = D
for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, while the analysis can be easily extended to the case that the
RRHs use different Di’s. The BBUs use weight vectors to combine the elements of z
so as to optimally detect the transmitted symbols of all the TDs. In this chapter, we
first determine the optimal weight vectors WLMMSE to minimize the mean square
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E[∥x̂(eq) − x(eq)∥2] (5.17)
where x̂(eq) = Wz̃. The solution to (5.17) can be written as [54]
W(LMMSE) = [Σx −Σx(H(eq))′Σ−1e H(eq)(Σ−1x + (H(eq))′Σ−1e H(eq))−1](H(eq))′Σ−1e
(5.18)
where Σx = E[x
(eq) · (x(eq))′], Σe = E[(n(eq) + q(CQ)) · (n(eq) + q(CQ))′]. Since n(eq)
and q(CQ) are independent, Σe = E[(n
(eq)) · (n(eq))′] + E[q(CQ) · (q(CQ))′].
The error covariance matrix for estimating x(eq) using W(LMMSE) can be writ-
ten as
Σd = Σx −Σx(H(eq))′(H(eq)Σx(H(eq))′ +Σe)−1H(eq)Σx. (5.19)
By (5.18), the calculation of W(LMMSE) becomes difficult as the number of
antennas increases. Under this condition, similar to that in the massive MIMO, some
simple weight vector design such as maximum-radio combining (MRC) is effective.
The MRC weight vector design is
W(MRC) = Λ · (H(eq))′ (5.20)








i is the i-th column of
H(eq).
To gain a better understanding of the performance of the symbol detection,
let x[s] denote the symbol transmitted by the TD i at time j, i.e., s = (j−1)∗F + i.
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The x̂(eq)[s] can be written as
x̂(eq)[s] = wHs z̃
= wHs
(













































where wHs is the s-th row of W, which can be either W
(LMMSE) or W(MRC). The
first term in the last equality of (5.21) is the intended signal, the second term
is inter-transmission interference (ITI) that caused by the transmission of other
time instants, the third term is the inter-user interference (IUI) that caused by the
symbols transmitted by other TDs at the same time instant, and the last term is
noise which is the sum of the received AWGN and the quantization noise.
The signal power can be written as
Psig = EX [∥wHs h(eq)s x(eq)[s]∥2]
= αs∥wHs h(eq)s ∥2 (5.22)
where αs = E[∥x(eq)[s]∥2] is the power of x(eq)[s]. In this chapter, we assume that the
transmitting power of all the symbols αs’s are predetermined before the transmission
and the information is available in the BBUs.
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Accordingly, the power of the ITI and the IUI can be written as





















































The power of the noise can be written as
Pnoise = E[∥wHs (n(eq) + q)∥2]
= wHs σews. (5.25)




Piti + Piui + Pnoise
. (5.26)
From the analysis above, compared with the signal detection using yi’s, we can
see extra interference ITI in (5.23) is created by overlapping the baseband signal
of multiple time instants, which makes the detection of the symbol x(eq)[s] more
difficult than using the original baseband signal. On the other hand, by applying
the compressive quantization, each individual value in zi is allocated more bits, and
in consequence the quantization noise power in (5.4) is reduced. Therefore, the
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Figure 5.4: The ITI power decreases as more antennas are available





















Figure 5.5: The IUI power decreases as more antennas are available
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compressive quantization scheme reduces the quantization noise power at the cost
of introducing extra interference power.
In this chapter, since all the RRHs are equipped with multiple antennas, the
total number of antennas can be quite large, and the C-RAN system is in essence a
virtual massive MIMO. In a massive MIMO system, it had been shown that when
more antennas are available, the channel information vectors of multiple users are
near orthogonal to each other, and the interference power diminishes [56, 57]. This
phenomenon is also observed here. As shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 where Qi = 16
for i = 1, 2, · · · ,M , we increase the total number of antennas by deploying more
RRHs. Both the ITI power and IUI power diminishes for different D’s using the
LMMSE weight vectors. Moreover, since Qi and B
(CQ)
i does not change for each
RRH, the quantization noise power does not increase according to (5.14) and (5.15).
As a result, the SINR in (5.26) is improved. In other words, the proposed compres-
sive quantization scheme transforms the quantization power into interference power,
which can be tackled in the BBUs by the corresponding weight vectors, especially
when there are massive antennas available.
5.2.3 The Parallel Interference Cancellation
In last subsection, we introduce the weight vectors to detect the symbols trans-
mitted by the TDs from the compressive quantized baseband signals. The weight
vectors are constrained in the linear domain. In this subsection, we go one step
beyond by using the parallel interference cancellation method to further mitigate
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the interference, which is in the non-linear domain.
Unlike the AWGN and the quantization noise, the interference terms in (5.23)
and (5.24) have their own structures, which can be further explored to improve the
accuracy of the detection. Since the channel information H(eq) is available in the
BBUs, the ITI and IUI can be reconstructed and isolated from the intended signal
if the relevant transmitted symbols are available. More specifically, the symbols
initially detected by using the weight vectors are used to generate the approximate
interference terms in (5.23) and (5.24), which are then subtracted from the original
baseband signal in (5.21). After that, the updated estimator is employed to detect
each symbol. In the following, the steps for the parallel interference cancellation
scheme will be introduced. Without loss of generality, we assume that transmitted
symbols are modulated using QPSK, while the proposed algorithm can be easily
extended to other modulations.
The initially detected symbol x̄(eq)[s] can be written as
x̄(eq)[s] = sign(Re(x̂(eq)[s])) + sign(Im(x̂(eq)[s])) ∗ j (5.27)
where x̂(eq) is obtained using either LMMSE or MRC weight vectors.
























Since the ITI and IUI cancellation vectors only depend on the initial detected
symbols x̄(eq), the calculation can be done in parallel for each symbol x[s]. When the
ITI and IUI cancellation vectors are available, they are subtracted from the orignal
baseband signal, which can be written as
z̃(IC)[s] = z̃[s]− ITI[s]− IUI[s]. (5.30)
When z̃(IC) is obtained, the ITI and IUI are eliminated from the original
baseband signal1 z̃, and we can use the simple MRC weight vector [63] to update




where ms = h
(eq)
s is the weight vector for symbol x(eq)[s]. The detected symbols are
updated using x̂(eq,IC). More specifically,
x̄(eq,IC)[s] = sign(Re(x̂(eq,IC)[s])) + sign(Im(x̂(eq,IC)[s])) ∗ j. (5.32)
The steps for the parallel interference cancellation based symbol updating are sum-
marized in Algorithm 4.
With this algorithm, we can further leverage the advantages of the C-RAN
architecture to improve the detection accuracy of each symbol: the BBUs are em-
powered by high performance computing, and holds the necessary information that
enables us to perform the algorithm.
1There are residue IUI and ISI power due to the errors in determining x̄(eq), which can be
ignored if the original BER is not too high.
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Algorithm 4 Parallel Interference Cancellation Based Symbol Updating
1 Make the initial decision using (5.27)
2 Generate the approximate IUI and ISI terms using (5.28) and (5.29)
3 Subtract the IUI and ISI terms from the original baseband signal using (5.30)
4 Update the symbols using (5.31) and (5.32)
Looking at the overall compressive quantization and detection process, we
can see it is tailored for the C-RAN architecture. In the compressive quantization
which happens at the RRH side, the processing is as simple as possible so that
the advantage of low deployment cost of the C-RAN architecture is preserved. The
entire process is effective with all the complicated signal processing in the BBUs
where high performance computing power and the necessary information are readily
available.
5.3 Extension to The OFDM Based C-RAN
In the above, we have proposed the compressive quantization algorithm which
applies to the single tap channel. Due to the rapid growth of demand for wireless
communications, larger bandwidth are being utilized. Typically, with larger band-
width, the traffic load in the front-haul link will increase due to higher sampling
rate. In this section, we apply the proposed algorithm to the uplink of OFDM
based C-RAN, which significantly reduces the traffic load in the front-haul links








Figure 5.6: An example of re-organizing the baseband signal with Qi = 8
We consider the uplink of OFDM based multi-antenna C-RAN where the TDs
use OFDMA [64] to access the wireless medium. Assume that all the TDs are
equipped with a single antenna while RRH i is equipped with Qi antennas where
Qi > 1. All the RRHs work in the same spectrum. Each TD maps the symbols
to the allocated subcarriers before adding the cyclic prefix and transmitting them.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the transmitted signal is received by all
the RRHs.
At the RRH side, for the baseband signal received by each antenna, the cyclic
prefix is removed and the FFT is periodically performed. We define a cycle as
the time between two consecutive FFTs. As shown in Fig. 5.6, after the FFT,
the baseband signal of the same subcarrier from all the antennas are collected in
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vi,c,t = [vi,c,t[1],vi,c,t[2], · · · ,vi,c,t[Qi]]T where vi,c,t[k] denotes the component in the
subcarrier c of the k-th antenna of RRH i at the t-th cycle.
By the special property of OFDM in transforming multipath channel into a








xc + ni,c,t , gi,c,txc + ni,c,t (5.33)
where xc is the value transmitted in the subcarrier c, gi,c[k] is the equivalent channel
impulse response on subcarrier c between the k-th antenna of RRH i and the TD
which the subcarrier is allocated to at cycle t. ni,c,t is the noise at RRH i in subcarrier
c at cycle t. It is shown that an equivalent channel is established in the subcarrier
c.
As the system utilizes larger bandwidth, there are more subcarriers and thus
more vi,c,t’s are obtained at each cycle. Directly transmitting them through the
limited capacity front-haul to the BBUs becomes difficult. To tackle this problem,
we apply the proposed compressive quantization and detection scheme to the system.
Instead of transmitting the baseband signal vi,c,t’s separately, we partition them into
multiple groups and apply the compressive quantization to the baseband signals
within each group. More specifically, let βr denote the set of subcarriers in group



























, Gi,txt + ni,t. (5.34)
Since (5.34) is equivalent to (5.1), the proposed compressive quantization
scheme can be applied to each group, and all the subcarrier components can be
recovered at the BBUs by performing the weight vectors and the parallel interfer-
ence cancellation schemes for each group.
By applying the compressive quantization, the baseband signals are reduced
in both frequency and time domain. Compared with directly transmitting the base-
band signals through the front-haul links, the baseband signals corresponding to
different subcarriers do not need to be transmitted separately. As a result, the traf-
fic load in the front-haul links caused by adopting larger bandwidth is less severe.
To illustrate this effect, we analyze the front-haul traffic load for the proposed
method. For RRH i, since the baseband signal for each group is transmitted sepa-
rately, we just analyze the baseband signal for one group. Assume the bandwidth
utilized in the system is J Hz, which is corresponding to S subcarriers. Then the
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rate of each baseband component vri,c,t is
J
S




seconds. Assume Ui bits are used for each individual value of the signal
reduced using delay-and-add, the group r of RRH i requires (Qi+(F −1)Di)Ui bits
in SF
J
seconds. Therefore, the traffic load in the front-link is
Ci =












where the approximation is due to the fact that the frame length F is always much
larger than Qi.
Typically, the number of subcarriers S increases with the utilized bandwidth
J and J
S
keeps constant. Therefore, if Di keeps constant, the traffic load in the
front-haul link only depends on Ui. If Ui also keeps constant, the traffic load in the
front-haul link keeps constant independent of the bandwidth J adopted. In fact,
when larger bandwidth is used, there are more subcarriers in each group. As a
result, more raw baseband signal components are added together and the dynamic
range increases. Larger Ui is required for each value and the traffic load in the
front-haul link grows accordingly. However, as will be shown in section 5.4, Ui
only increases slightly as J increase to maintain good performance. Therefore, the
proposed compressive quantization scheme facilitates the usage of larger bandwidth
in the OFDM based multi-antenna C-RAN system.
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5.4 Numerical Results
In this section, we use numerical results to illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme. We first evaluate the performance of the proposed compressive
quantization scheme under the single tap channel model. It is shown that the
proposed scheme is better than existing schemes in tackling the front-haul link
capacity deficit. The performance gap between LMMSE and MRC weight vectors
are also investigated. It is shown that the gap decreases with more antennas available
or by performing the proposed parallel interference cancellation scheme. We further
evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme to the OFDM based C-RAN under
multipath channel. It is shown that the proposed scheme can facilitate the C-RAN
utilize larger bandwidth with limited front-haul capacity.
5.4.1 Performance of The Proposed Scheme Under Single-Tap Chan-
nel
Suppose there are N TDs and M RRHs distributed in an area where each
TD is equipped with a single antenna, while each RRH is equipped with multiple
antennas and has limited front-haul capacity. All the TDs and RRHs work in the
same spectrum. All the TDs simultaneously transmit the signal through the wireless
medium to all the RRHs. Each RRH receives a mixture of the signal transmitted
by all the TDs. The baseband signal is processed at each RRH using the proposed
compressive quantization scheme before it is transmitted through the front-haul
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links to the BBUs where the LMMSE weight vector proposed in (5.18) is applied to
detect the symbols transmitted by all the TDs.
In the first experiment, the bandwidth is 10 MHz, and the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) is 10 db2, the number of TDs is N = 30. We fix Qi = 16 and vary
the number of RRHs so as to change the total number of antennas T . We run
the experiment over multiple channel realizations where the h
(k)
i,j ’s are drawn from
independent complex Gaussian distributions and calculate the average SINR and
MSE. In Fig. 5.7 through 5.12, we show the average SINR and MSE of each single
TD using LMMSE weight vectors under various per front-haul link capacities.
We use Di = D, ∀i in this experiment and change the parameter D so as to
adjust the interference power and the quantization noise. It is shown that for each
of the D, the SINR of each TD improves as more antennas are available where the
interference power is mitigated. Moreover, the theoretical values of MSE in (5.19)
match well with the experimental values.
We continue to look at Fig. 5.7 through 5.12. The performance of the proposed
compressive quantization scheme is compared with the spatial filtering method in
[62]. It is shown that the proposed compressive quantization scheme outperforms
the spatial filtering method when the front-haul link capacity is low. The reason is
that the compressive quantization scheme provides the flexibility in transforming the
2Typically, the AWGN is composed of the environmental noise, the device thermal noise and
the quantization noise caused by the ADC. In this work, even with 8-bit commodity ADC, the
quantization noise power is approximately 110000 of the signal power. Therefore, the 10 db SNR is
compatible with commodity ADC.
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Figure 5.7: Average SINR of C = 1.2 Gb/s
quantization noise power into interference power to suit for low capacity front-haul
links. The tradeoff between the quantization noise power and the interference power
can be adjusted by changing the parameter D. By Fig. 5.2, smaller D will create
stronger interference power since the signals are densely overlapped, and reduces the
quantization noise power significantly. On the other hand, larger D will create less
interference power while mitigates the quantization noise power moderately. In the
spatial filtering method, no such flexibility is provided since the baseband signals of
multiple time instants are transmitted separately. The ability to tackle low capacity
front-haul links is limited.
We further apply the interference cancellation method proposed in section
5.2.3 to the multi-RRH uplink system. All the 30 TDs use QPSK as the modu-
lation. As shown in Fig. 5.13 through 5.15, the interference cancellation scheme
improves the BER when the original BER is not too high. Moreover, it is observed
that the improvement of BER is more significant in the compressive quantization
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D = 2 (theo)
D = 4 (theo)
D = 8 (theo)
spatial filtering (theo)
Figure 5.8: Average MSE of C = 1.2 Gb/s


















Figure 5.9: Average SINR of C = 1.0 Gb/s
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D = 2 (theo)
D = 4 (theo)
D = 8 (theo)
spatial filtering (theo)
Figure 5.10: Average MSE of C = 1.0 Gb/s


















Figure 5.11: Average SINR of C = 0.8 Gb/s
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D = 2 (theo)
D = 4 (theo)
D = 8 (theo)
spatial filtering (theo)
Figure 5.12: Average MSE of C = 0.8 Gb/s



























D = 2 (after IC)
D = 4 (after IC)
D = 8 (after IC)
spatial filtering (after IC)
Figure 5.13: The BER performance of C = 1.0 Gb/s
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D = 2 (after IC)
D = 4 (after IC)
D = 8 (after IC)
spatial filtering (after IC)
Figure 5.14: The BER performance of C = 800 Mb/s

























D = 2 (after IC)
D = 4 (after IC)
D = 8 (after IC)
spatial filtering (after IC)
Figure 5.15: The BER performance of C = 600 Mb/s
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D = 2, LMMSE
D = 4, LMMSE
D = 8, LMMSE
D = 2, MRC
D = 4, MRC
D = 8, MRC
Figure 5.16: The BER performance of 320 antennas without PIC
scheme than in the spatial filtering scheme in [62]. The reason is that the compres-
sive quantization scheme transforms the quantization noise power into interference
power. Unlike the quantization noise, the interference has its own structure and can
be further suppressed by the interference cancellation scheme.
It can be seen from (5.18) that as the total number of antennas increases,
the calculation of W(LMMSE) becomes difficult. On the other hand, when there are
significantly more antennas than users, the entire system becomes a virtual massive
MIMO and the basic MRC weight vectors become effective. As the performance
gap between the LMMSE and MRC weight vectors have been observed in [66] and
[67], we compare the performance of the LMMSE and MRC weight vectors in the
proposed system under the condition Qi = 16 an N = 10. The front-haul capacity
C = 0.6Gb/s is used. The symbols are modulated using QPSK.
As shown in Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17, the performances of the LMMSE weight
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D = 2, LMMSE
D = 4, LMMSE
D = 8, LMMSE
D = 2, MRC
D = 4, MRC
D = 8, MRC
Figure 5.17: The BER performance of 960 antennas without PIC














D = 2, LMMSE (after IC)
D = 4, LMMSE (after IC)
D = 8, LMMSE (after IC)
D = 2, MRC (after IC)
D = 4, MRC (after IC)
D = 8, MRC (after IC)
Figure 5.18: The BER performance of 320 antennas with PIC
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vectors and the MRC weight vectors get close as more antennas are available. In
other words, with massive antennas, while calculating W(LMMSE) becomes difficult,
it can be replaced by W(MRC) that is much easier to obtain.
Another way to bypass the difficulty in calculating W(LMMSE) is to use the
proposed parallel interference cancellation (PIC) scheme. By comparing Fig. 5.16
and Fig. 5.18, the system performance is improved by performing PIC for both
LMMSE and MRC weight vectors without changing the number of antennas. More-
over, the performance gap is reduced after the PIC. The reason is that the PIC
cancels much of the interference which the MRC weight vectors are not able to deal
with as well as the LMMSE weight vectors do.
5.4.2 Application to The OFDM Based Multi-Antenna C-RAN Un-
der Multipath Channel
Next, we apply the proposed scheme to the OFDM based broadband uplink
system. In this experiment, each RRH is equipped with 8 antennas. The band-
width of the system is 20 MHz, which is corresponding to 1200 subcarriers. We
group the 1200 subcarriers into 40 groups with 30 subcarriers in each group. The
bits are allocated equally among all groups. Within each group, the baseband sig-
nals within each group are processed using the compressive quantization proposed
in section 5.3 and the LMMSE weight vectors are used in the BBUs. In Table 5.1,
the EVM [68] performance under different modulations and front-haul capacities are
presented. It is shown that even with the 40 Mb/s front-haul link capacity which
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is relatively low, the EVM performance is satisfactory. In contrast, typically, at 20
MHz bandwidth, even the single-antenna RRH has to use fiber optics with multiple
Gb/s capacity to have satisfactory performance [69]. It is due to the fact that the
baseband signals from multiple subcarriers and multiple time instants are combined
together and transmitted in the front-haul links, which alleviates a lot of traffic load
in the front-haul links. This phenomenon is similar to the “time-reversal tunneling
effect” observed in [70] where the unique spatial and temporal focusing effects of
time-reversal communication make it possible to detect the symbols transmitted
by multiple TDs from the blended baseband signals. In this system, the spatial
diversity provided by the large number of available antennas help the BBUs effec-
tively detect the symbols transmitted by the TDs from the compressive quantized
baseband signal.
To further illustrate the advantage of the compressive quantization scheme,
we compare the growth of the front-haul traffic load in the front-haul links. In this
experiment, instead of using fixed bandwidth, we gradually change the bandwitdh
from 5 MHz to 20 MHz. Let ϕ(CQ)(J) and ϕ(CPRI)(J) denote the traffic load in
each front-haul link for bandwidth J using compressive quantization and the CPRI
compression [71] under the condition that the EVM is below 5% with QPSK mod-




and ϵ(CPRI)(J) = ϕ
(CPRI)(J)
ϕ(CPRI)(J)|J=5MHz
. As shown in Fig.
5.19, the traffic load for the system using compressive quantization grows slower
than that using the CPRI compression. The reason is that the compressive quan-
tization scheme allows the baseband signals in multiple subcarriers to be combined
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together and transmitted.
Table 5.1: the EVM of the compressive quantization scheme applied to the OFDM
based C-RAN
T = 80 T = 112 T = 128
QPSK, C = 0.02 19.64 12.31 10.75
QPSK, C = 0.03 9.99 5.47 4.63
QPSK, C = 0.04 7.71 5.84 3.49
16QAM, C = 0.02 19.72 12.40 10.80
16QAM, C = 0.03 9.14 6.89 4.38
16QAM, C = 0.04 7.65 5.61 4.22
64QAM, C = 0.02 19.72 12.26 10.80
64QAM, C = 0.03 9.29 6.63 4.65
64QAM, C = 0.04 8.08 4.65 4.54
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, inspired by the TR based C-RAN proposed in Chapter 3, we
propose the compressive quantization and symbol detection scheme for the uplink of
multi-antenna cloud radio access network (C-RAN) to tackle the limited front-haul
capacity challenge. The proposed scheme is tailored for the C-RAN architecture in
that the complexity of the compressive quantization which happens in the remote
radio head (RRH) is low and can be implemented using basic buffering and adding
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Figure 5.19: The comparison of traffic load in front-haul link between CPRI and
compressive quantization
operations, due to which the low deployment cost feature of the C-RAN is preserved
and massive antennas can be utilized by deploying multiple RRHs. With the spatial
diversity provided by the massive antennas, the baseband units (BBUs) are able to
efficiently detect the symbols transmitted by the terminal devices (TDs) from the
compressive quantized baseband signal. Numerical results show that the proposed
scheme is efficient for the multi-antenna C-RAN in tackling the front-haul capacity
deficit challenge. We further extend the proposed scheme to the OFDM based multi-
antenna C-RAN. It is also shown that the proposed scheme can facilitate the OFDM
based C-RAN utilize larger bandwidth with limited front-haul capacity.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation, we have addressed the scalable cloud radio access networks
(C-RAN) in the following aspects:
First, we investigated the scalability issues in the existing wireless networks
and proposed a time-reversal (TR) based network by utilizing the natural focusing
effects of TR based communications. The performance of the proposed system
was evaluated in the open access and closed access models. Since the interference
is automatically mitigated without coordination among access points (APs), the
proposed system can be easily extended to serve massive terminal devices (TDs) in
the open access model. In the closed access model, the performance degradation
caused by neighboring devices is graceful. Moreover, it is shown that the packet
delay in the proposed system is lower than that in the IEEE 802.11 system under
the massive device setting. Through this work, we realize the advantage of TR
communications in providing scalable wireless networking solutions.
Second, we proposed a time-reversal (TR) based cloud radio access network
(C-RAN) architecture. Both the downlink and uplink working schemes were de-
signed and analyzed. Through analysis, we discovered the TR “tunneling effects” in
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the proposed C-RAN architecture, i.e., the baseband signals for multiple terminal
devices (TDs) can be efficiently combined and transmitted in the front-haul link
to alleviate the traffic load. We built a TR radio prototype to measure the wire-
less channel in the real-world environment, with which we illustrated the tunneling
effects in both downlink and uplink of the proposed C-RAN architecture. It is ob-
served that for both downlink and uplink, the sum spectral efficiency of multiple
TDs increases with the number of TDs in the system while the front-haul data rate
keeps almost constant.
Third, we investigated the optimization on the downlink and uplink transmis-
sions in TR based C-RAN. The content/channel information and the computing
power in the baseband unit (BBU) pool are utilized to optimize the waveforming in
the downlink and the uplink. The asymmetric architecture of TR communication
is preserved in the optimization and no change in the terminal device (TD) is need-
ed. In this way, the performance of the TR based C-RAN can be improved while
keeping the low cost of the TDs. We illustrated that the proposed algorithms can
significantly improve the downlink and uplink transmission reliability over basic TR
waveforms and traditional waveforming schemes.
Lastly, generalizing from the TR-based C-RAN, we proposed the compressive
quantization and symbol detection scheme for the uplink of a multi-antenna C-RAN
to tackle the limited front-haul capacity challenge. The proposed scheme is tailored
for the C-RAN architecture in that the complexity of the compressive quantization
which happens in the remote radio head (RRH) is low and can be implemented
using basic buffering and adding operations, due to which the low deployment cost
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feature of the C-RAN is preserved and massive antennas can be utilized by deploying
multiple RRHs. With the spatial diversity provided by the massive antennas, the
BBUs are able to efficiently detect the symbols transmitted by the terminal devices
(TDs) from the compressive quantized baseband signal. It was illustrated that the
proposed scheme is efficient for the multi-antenna C-RAN in tackling the front-
haul capacity deficit challenge. We further extended the proposed scheme to the
OFDM based multi-antenna C-RAN. It was also shown that the proposed scheme
can facilitate the OFDM based C-RAN utilize larger bandwidth with limited front-
haul capacity.
6.2 Future Work
In this dissertation, the scalable C-RAN problems are formulated from the
perspective that all the devices are homogeneous. In the future, the massive wireless
devices can be quite different from one another in many aspects. For example,
different types of devices can have different requirements on the quality of service.
They can also have different power constraints due to the variation in power source.
The bandwidth that can be utilized by each device can be different since higher
rate analog to digital converter (ADC) and digital to analog converter (DAC) are
necessary to leverage larger bandwidth, which might not be possible for every device.
In the future work, it is important to study the scalability of the C-RAN considering
heterogeneous devices.
In the problems studied in this dissertation, the main focus is on the transmis-
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sion phase where precise and instantaneous channel information is available from
the prior channel acquisition phase. However, in a network with massive devices, it
might be difficult to obtain the channel information of all the devices within lim-
ited time. Moreover, the obtained channel information is always contaminated by
different types of noise and interference. The lack of precise channel information
will affect the performance of transmission phase. Therefore, in the future research
on the scalability of wireless network, the channel acquisition phase deserves more
investigation. It is interesting to jointly design the channel acquisition and transmis-
sion schemes where the transmission phase is aware of the inaccuracy in the channel
information and can formulate optimization problems to minimize its influence.
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